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FOREWORD
Service-based business models & circular strategies are increasingly
recognized as key to delivering greater social and environmental sustainability
in the industrial system. However, the understanding of the subtleties in
variation and feasibility of options available (especially in the relation to the
textile industry) is limited, with few comprehensive or exemplary overviews
available. At the same time, innovative examples of successful service-based
models in the textiles industry do exist and it is from these examples that we
can learn how to move the textile industry forward towards greater impact
in environmental sustainability, increased competitiveness of the supplier/
manufacturer and an increased access to high quality, affordable products
for the consumer.
In this report you will find 10 deep dive cases that represent the most promising
and innovative service-based business models & circular strategies available
today. These deep dive cases and several accompanying comparative cases
were selected from a list of ±250 different business concepts that were
identified through a global scan. In addition, in this report we propose a
business model framework to categorize the different types of business models
that emerged from the research.

"Happiness
is a place
between too
little and too
much"
Finnish Proverb

The purpose of this report is not only to inspire but also to encourage
companies to identify promising opportunities and successfully develop new
business models by offering them the necessary guiding information. We
offer a clear business rationale for adopting sustainable business models,
an overview of key drivers and barriers, and recommendations with regard
to the suitability of the different types of business models for certain markets,
products or a given starting point of a company.
We hope this report will advance the growing movement towards value
based business and access over ownership models in textiles, to further drive
the transition towards a circular economy.
Hélène Smits
Lead Circular Textiles Program
Circle Economy
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Service based business models & circular strategies are part of a broader group
of sustainable business models and can be described as models applying one
or more out of three main approaches: Circular (creating value from waste),
Servitization (functionality over ownership) or Sufficiency (encouraging effective
use of resources).
These models will prove essential for businesses that want to be future-proof
in a society where resource constraints are a growing problem and consumer
attitudes are shifting towards alternatives for ownership and consumption.
The following Business Model Framework is proposed to accommodate the
categorization of the different types of service-based business models and
circular strategies in textiles.

CIRCULAR

SERVITIZATION

SUFFICIENCY

CREATE VALUE FROM WASTE

FUNCTIONALITY OVER OWNERSHIP

ENCOURAGE EFFECTIVE RESOURCE USE

The concept of waste is eliminated by
turning waste streams into useful and
valuable input for other processes.

Provide services that satisfy users’
needs without having to own physical
products.

Solutions that actively seek to reduce
consumption and production.

CLOSED LOOP MODELS

REPAIR & WARRANTY

DEMAND MANAGEMENT

REUSE

RECYCLE

RENTING & LEASING

PAY FOR RESULT

CO-CREATION

USE EXCESS CAPACITY
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The following overarching insights have emerged from the evaluation of several
deep dive case studies featured in the report:
• The majority of the business models evaluated are still in early stages. Due to
the fact that most of the new concepts require a broader consumer mindshift and
change in industry practices, lead times for these models towards profitability
are much longer. In spite of the lack of profitability or scale of most of these
models today, it doesn’t mean there is not a great potential. Even Airbnb was
struggling for a long time to get their marketplace off the ground before it
finally took off. Many models might be confronted with a limited market
today, but are part of growing trends like the circular economy, sharing
economy and performance based economy and therefore can be considered
very promising in future perspective.
• For most of the business models applied by brands there is no significant
revenue being generated, as of yet. To date, we see that the added value
is relatively indirect via consumer loyalty and marketing potential.
Therefore, a large part of the success of these models is determined by
communication; whether a company is able to translate the activities into
positive brand value.
• Almost all types of service based business models & circular strategies
require a new way of working with and relating to your customers and
value chain. For example it requires increased influence on, control over, or
collaboration with the value chain. This can be achieved via vertical
integration, new production technologies that can be applied locally (3D/live
printing), or developing smart partnerships with flexible suppliers.
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CONTEXT FINLAND
• Population of Finland is 5,4 million and it is third most sparsely populated
country in Europe, after Iceland and Norway. the population is concentrated
on the southwest coast. About 85% live in towns and cities, with over one
million living in the Helsinki Metropolitan Area alone.
• Finland is an advanced industrial and open economy, placed among the
most competitive in the world. The country’s GDP per capita is € 34,900.
• Lately Finland has experienced a rapid structural achange towards an
economy based on high technology, services and constant innovation.
• The major trade partners are other EU-members. The Nordic countries–
Sweden, Norway, Denmark – are considered to be an expansion to the
domestic market.
Finnish Textile and Fashion Industry
• Currently, the total value of sales of clothing and home textiles in Finland is
estimated at €3.4 billion.
• Much of the production has been transferred abroad to low-cost countries
in Eastern Europe and Asia, but the design and product development are
mostly still being managed in Finland.
• In Finland there there is is a lot of potential for increasing the collection
rates of used textiles (currently only ±25% of textiles are separately collected
at end of life).
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INTRODUCTION
What are service based business models & circular
strategies?
• Sustainable business models are mechanisms for bringing together different
types of value presented in the triple bottom line approach (people, planet,
profit).
• These mechanisms enable companies to consider and integrate a wide
range of stakeholder interests – including environment and society – in the
way they do business.
• Sustainable business models are considered key drivers for innovation and
it is widely recognised that embedding sustainability into the core of the
business purpose and processes can create competitive advantage (e.g.
Interface).
Service-based business models & circular strategies are part of a broader group
of sustainable business models and can be described as models applying one
or more out of three main approaches: Circular (creating value from waste),
Servitization (functionality over ownership) or Sufficiency (encouraging
effective use of resources). The focus of this report is on these specific business
models & strategies, as they will prove essential for businesses that want to be
future-proof in a society where resource constraints are a growing problem
and consumer attitudes are shifting towards alternatives for ownership and
consumption.

STUDIES SUPPORTING BUSINESS
RATIONALE FOR SUSTAINABILITY

Fashioning Sustainability, Deloitte (2013)
“Only 4 out of 10 businesses are looking
beyond
conventional
approaches
to
sustainability in supply chains, that have
shown limited results.”
“7 of 10 businesses are risking their short
term profits and medium term survival by not
focusing on management of natural resources.”
Futerra Value Gap report 2013:
More than 50 large companies believe the riskbased business case for sustainable behaviour
change will be replaced by innovation and
market share drivers within five years.
How Sustainability Can Drive Financial
Outperformance- University of Oxford &
Arabesque partners (2014)
90% of the studies on the cost of capital show
that sound sustainability standards lower the
cost of capital of companies.
88% of the research shows that solid
ESG practices result in better operational
performance of firms.
80% of the studies show that stock price
performance of companies is positively
influenced by good sustainability practices.
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Drivers & Barriers
Several overarching drivers and barriers can be identified that are
relevant for businesses that are looking to adopt service-based business
models & circular strategies. These drivers and barriers have been
derived from the deep dive case evaluations and drawn from wider
industry experience. Not all drivers and barriers apply to all business
model categories, this rather represents a general overview for all types
of service based business models & circular strategies.
Key drivers for the introduction of service based business
models & circular strategies include:
Economic:
• Generation of additional revenue streams and improved profit margins;
• Risk mitigation (diverse sourcing strategies means greater resilience
against volatile markets);
• Access to new market segments/ increased market share/ taking over
existing second hand markets;
• Safeguard market share with a unique offering and increased
competitive advantage;
• Increased access to subsidies or policy incentives (EPR, tax benefits,
governmental programs);
• Cultivation of strong supplier partnerships.
Brand value:
• Increased consumer loyalty and engagement;
• New marketing potential;
• Improved consumer experience and relations;
• Strengthened company identity.
Brand value/economic:
• Improved product quality/ product value;
• Increased innovativeness and competitiveness;
• Better address consumer demands/needs.
Environmental & Social:
• Environmental impact reductions and broader societal benefits.

Key barriers for the introduction of service based business
models & circular strategies include:
Market:
• Need for the development of additional ‘non-core’ activities;
• Increased risks and costs associated with extending responsibility
beyond point of sale;
• Absence of direct additional revenue gained for brand/producer;
• Risk of cannibalization.
Knowledge & Culture:
• Requires ‘mindset’ shift from industry and collaborative approaches
across the ‘value loop’ (e.g. towards long term commitments);
• Limited choice in product offering for consumers;
• Requires investments to make fundamental shift;
• Environmental/ social impact often difficult to measure directly;
• Requires shift in communication strategy and market engagement;
• Requires ‘mindset shift’ from consumers, behaviour change and
increased engagement.
Legal:
• Regulations with regard to ownership, transport and trade of textiles
waste streams;
• Lack of regulatory incentives (e.g. EPR, subsidies, taxation).
Technology:
• Lack of cost effective recycling technologies available;
• Lack of proper design for recycling (e.g. blended materials, abundance
of material options, trimmings).
Some aspects (e.g. increased consumer engagement) can be experienced
as drivers in the positive form but also as barriers in the negative sense.
It greatly depends on context and the combination of business model
elements used, if certain aspects can be seen as an opportunity or a
challenge.
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Global trend in Fashion & Textiles towards ‘value
based business’
It is becoming increasingly apparent there is a movement towards a new
era where a meaningful, well lived life is what really counts. In this context.
people expect brands to add value to our lives. Society expects
brands to play bigger roles in our communities and support our collective
well-being. Individual value at the expense of the society or the environment
is increasingly seen as an empty tradeoff.
In addition to consumers expecting business to adopt sustainable practises and
contribute positively to society, brands are increasingly required to provide
transparency about what they do and how they do it. Transparency &
traceability is therefore seen as another global trend that goes hand in
hand with developing a value based, or sustainable business.
A key way for brands and companies to respond to this global trend towards
‘value based business’, is by developing new business models that
enable smarter and more sustainable ways of designing,
producing and consuming.
Several studies confirm growing consumer support for value
based business
Cotton Incorporated Environment Survey 2013:
• More than half (57%) of all shoppers say “sustainability” claims are
influential to their apparel purchase, just 23% “always or usually” buy
clothes marketed that way.
• 26% are willing to pay more for clothes labeled as sustainable or
environmentally friendly.

IMPACT OF THE FASHION &
TEXTILES INDUSTRY

Fashion is one of the most polluting industries
in the world, second only to oil in terms of its
environmental impact.
25% of chemicals produced worldwide are
used for textiles and the industry is often noted
as the number 2 polluter of clean water, after
agriculture.
The industry is the 3rd biggest contributor to
pesticide-illness in farm-workers
Production and processing of textile fibres
has already lead to large scale ecosystems
destruction (e.g. aral sea)
On the waste side, the textiles industry also
has a large negative impact. In the US and EU,
approximately 20 million tonnes of textile waste
is landfilled/incinerated every year.
Once in landfill, textiles release methane, a
harmful greenhouse gas and harmful chemicals
in the fabric seep into the soil. Incineration of
textiles produces also produces large amounts
of harmful emissions.
Through landfill and incineration, precious
resources are wasted. It is estimated that 95% of
the thousands of tonnes of textiles thrown away
every year, could be re-worn or recycled.

Accenture and Havas Media RE:PURPOSE 2014
• 32% of consumers say they ‘often’ or ‘always’ consider sustainability in
their purchasing decisions and less than a quarter seek information about
the sustainability of the brands they buy from.
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• ‘Young optimists’ ages of 18-34 are the most engaged on sustainability.
2/3 actively buy sustainable brands and 1/4 always consider the social
and environmental ethics of brands when making purchasing decisions.
67% say they recommend brands that behave responsibly.
• 64% of mothers actively buy sustainable brands and the same percentage
recommend those brands that behave responsibly.
• 73% of consumers say that businesses are failing to take care of the planet
and society.
D S Simon Productions 2012:
• Media initiatives with a corporate social responsibility focus generate 3550% more positive media coverage on television, radio, web and social
media than comparable programs without the CSR hook.
Brands increasingly recognize the importance of value based
business

"There are very informed consumers out there who are highly motivated and
have really thought through their choices about what they buy and what
brands they choose. They base those choices on the kinds of actions those
brands take."
Kristine Lebow - Senior Director of merchandising and design at Speedo
about the reason for their recent partnership with Aquafil to develop circular
swimwear.
“A company’s obligations now are to society at large and to the many
stakeholders participating in business systems, including customers,
shareholders, employees, suppliers, and communities, to name a few. We
have seen a broadening of the discussion to recognize the importance of
multiple stakeholders and the need to promote social, environmental, and
financial value.”
Walmart’s CEO Doug McMillon
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BUSINESS MODEL
FRAMEWORK
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BUSINESS MODEL FRAMEWORK
CIRCULAR

SERVITIZATION

SUFFICIENCY

CREATE VALUE FROM WASTE

FUNCTIONALITY OVER OWNERSHIP

ENCOURAGE EFFECTIVE RESOURCE USE

The concept of waste is eliminated by
turning waste streams into useful and
valuable input for other processes.

Provide services that satisfy users’
needs without having to own physical
products.

Solutions that actively seek to reduce
consumption and production.

CLOSED LOOP MODELS

REPAIR & WARRANTY

DEMAND MANAGEMENT

REUSE

RECYCLE

RENTING & LEASING

PAY FOR RESULT

CO-CREATION

USE EXCESS CAPACITY

The proposed Business Model Framework for Service Based Business Models & Circular Strategies was constructed based on reviews of three existing frameworks: (1)
Framework for Product Service Systems (PSS) proposed by Tukker (2004); (2) the Sustainable Business Model Archetype framework proposed by Nancy Bocken et al. (2014);
(3) and the business model innovation grid, which is an adaptation and elaboration on the Nancy Bocken framework (produced and maintained by Plan C). The Framework
was specifically constructed to accommodate the categorization of the different types of service based & circular business models in textiles. However, the framework can be
used more generically for other sectors as well.
Please note that the proposed framework is by no means mutually exclusive/collectively exhaustive (MECE). For example, certain business models might contain elements
from two or even three different framework subcategories. Also, there are additional business model categories and subcategories thinkable that we haven’t included here.
However, despite the fact that the framework is not ‘MECE’, there is a clear rationale behind choosing the proposed categories and subcategories, which is explained here.
SERVICE-BASED BUSINESS MODELS & CIRCULAR STRATEGIES FOR TEXTILES
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CIRCULAR
• This category is included to reflect business
models that have a focus on product and
material reuse and closing material loops,
keeping all resources in the system and thus
effectively eliminating the concept of ‘waste’.
• The goal behind these business models is to
generate new revenue streams based
on turning ‘waste’ into useful and
valuable input to other production cycles.
• To enable the cycling of products and materials,
take back management is an essential
element in the business model. This
can be arranged through a combination with
servitization models where the producers stays
owner of the product, through collection schemes
based on incentivized return or by making use
of existing public waste management systems
available.
• In addition to closed loop, reuse and recycling
included in the framework, other strategies like
industrial symbioses, C2C and remanufacturing
can also be considered ‘circular’.

SERVITIZATION

SUFFICIENCY

• Servitization models provide access to
services that satisfy users’ needs
without users having to own physical
products. In this way, these models have
great potential to change consumption patterns.
The product is still important, but customer
experience is fundamental to the offering or
value proposition.

• This category reflects business models that
actively promote reduced production
and consumption and encourage a ‘do
more with less’ mentality.

• These models allow for the disconnection
of profit and production volume
(decoupling economic growth from resource
use) and provide incentives to deal with
end-of-life issues as the manufacturer retains
ownership of assets.

• Societal and environmental benefits of
sufficiency-based business models include
reuse of products and resources across
generations, reductions in product use,
and societal education.

• However, literature and practice indicate that
servitization models are not inherently
more eco-efficient and that careful
attention to detail is required to realise the
benefits. In combination with Circular and
Sufficiency strategies these models have the
most potential to reduce resource use.

• In addition to product durability, sufficiency
models can have a strong influence on
consumer behaviour and lead to greater
product and/or brand attachment.

• The business rationale behind these models is
typically derived from premium pricing,
consumer loyalty, and gaining
market share from better (e.g. longer
lasting) products.
• In addition to demand management, co-creation
and use excess capacity, other strategies like
product longevity, consumer education and
responsible product distribution can also be
considered to promote ‘sufficiency’.

There is no specific hierarchy or priority of models proposed through this framework. However. the three main categories do relate and all contain elements that
together contribute to creating a circular economy.
1. Sufficiency models are important to make sure society can do ‘more with less’. These models have the potential to drastically reduce the amount of ‘stuff’,
and therefore resources needed to live a happy life.
2. Circular models are needed to make sure we can effectively circulate the resources society does still need to fulfill people's needs. This requires that we design
and produce products that are durable, safe (non-toxic), and that can be recycled.
3. Servitization models are important because they represent the shift from ownership models to access models. These business models offer an alternative to
the linear ‘sales’ models, and create the right conditions for businesses to monetize on adopting Circular and Sufficiency strategies (e.g. product durability,
user efficiency, design for recycling, product take back).
SERVICE-BASED BUSINESS MODELS & CIRCULAR STRATEGIES FOR TEXTILES
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CIRCULAR

SERVITIZATION

SUFFICIENCY

CREATE VALUE FROM WASTE

FUNCTIONALITY OVER OWNERSHIP

ENCOURAGE EFFECTIVE RESOURCE USE

The concept of waste is eliminated by
turning waste streams into useful and
valuable input for other processes.

Provide services that satisfy users’ needs
without having to own physical
products.

Solutions that actively seek to reduce
consumption and production.

CLOSED LOOP MODELS

REPAIR & WARRANTY

DEMAND MANAGEMENT

Business models that include products
and business processes designed to
enable ‘waste’ at the end end of the use
phase to be used to create new value.

Business models that include the service of
extending a product’s useful life through
repair & maintenance and/or by selling a
durable product through warranty.

Business models involving the use of a
system, software or other communication
channels in order to forecast and plan for
the demand of a certain product.

REUSE

RENTING & LEASING

CO-CREATION

Business models that are based on the
reselling of used products enable the
extension of the useful life of a product and
involve schemes for collection or take back of
products or materials.

Business models based on selling the
performance of a product, which is delivered
through a combination of product and services
and where ownership of the product is retained
by the service provider.

Business models based on turning customers’
heterogeneous needs into an opportunity to
create value (mass customization), challenging
the “one size fits all” assumption of traditional
mass production

RECYCLE

PAY FOR RESULT

USE EXCESS CAPACITY

Business models that include products
and business processes designed to
enable ‘waste’ at the end end of the use
phase to be used to create new value.

Business models based on selling a
‘result’, where the ‘means to an end’ or
the products and services that achieve the
‘result’ are determined by the provider.

Business models that re-capture under-utilised
assets, capabilities and human capital through
shared ownership and collaborative consumption approaches (includes both community
based and profit driven models).
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DEEP DIVE CASE

CIRCULAR

CATEGORY
CLOSED LOOP

Dutch aWEARness:
Infinity Workwear

Dutch Spirit Inspire Workwear
Freitag F:abric

REUSE

Filippa K: Secondhand Store & Collect
Concept

Claudia Strater: Share Your Clothes
Eileen Fisher: Green Eileen Store
Cees n Co

A. POST-INDUSTRIAL

G-Star Raw Recycled Denim

Esprit Recycled Collection
Levi’s & Bonded Logic

B. POST-CONSUMER

I:CO Collection Scheme

Zara (Instore Collection Pilot)

Nudie Jeans

Patagonia: Common Threads Initiative
Hiut Denim
Tom Crinland: 30 Year Old Sweatshirt

A. PHYSICAL LIBRARIES

Lena The Fashion Library

Nopsa
Nurmi
De Kledingbibliotheek

B. ONLINE MODELS

Vigga

MUD Jeans
Gwynnie Bee
Rent the Runway

A. VOTES

Stagelabel

Out of X
Carte Blanche
Cut On Your Bias

B. SALES

Zara

RECYCLING

SERVITIZATION

REPAIR & WARRANTY

RENTING & LEASING

DEMAND MANAGEMENT
SUFFICIENCY

The following cases and
business model categories
will be highlighted as deep
dives in the following section
of the report. The cases have
been selected based on
their potential to generate
impact
(economic,
social
and environmental), general
innovativeness and suitability
for the Finnish economy and
societal context.

COMPARATIVE CASES

CO-CREATION

YR

Knyttan
NIKEiD
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CONCLUSIONS &
RECOMMENDATIONS
Closed Loop & Recycling
• Closed loop models currently show most potential in B2B or B2G markets
(e.g. where there is a high volume of uniform/similar products that can
be easily retrieved), or when material recovery is easy and cost effective
(e.g. when there is limited product differentiation, products are designed for
recycling and product materials are valuable).
• Currently however, cost of material recovery (cost of reverse logistics
and recycling) are higher than the value of the materials in most cases,
making the value of the business model for Closed loop and Recycling
more focused around brand value and/or premium pricing of closed loop/
recycled products.
• The business case for Closed loop and Recycling can become more
interesting when recycling becomes more cost effective, prices of virgin
resources rise and/or when policy incentives are in place (e.g. EPR schemes
or tax benefits).
• Closed loop and recycling models require brands to extend their
responsibility to the ‘end of life’ phase and organize infrastructure and
partnerships necessary for product take back and recycling. An effective
way to ensure product take back can be through Renting & Leasing models
or incentivized return.
Reuse
• Suitability to adopt this model is very much dependent on the brand style
and product line. Timeless, minimalist or classic brands/product lines
naturally allow for multiple use cycles, over time.
• With reuse models, the consumer is your supplier. Success is dependent on
a brand's ability to mobilize the take back of large amounts of high quality
products, suitable for reuse.
• Brands offering reuse models for their own products, allows them to
monetize on growing second hand markets now dominated by peer-to-peer
or third party trade. This is especially promising in luxury goods market and
kidswear.

• Risk of cannibalizing sales of first hand goods can be mitigated through:
• Knowing your target audience: It is advised to thoroughly explore how the
secondhand market target group is defined and to what extent it differs
from consumers acquiring the new collection. Ensuring minimal overlap in
target groups of new and secondhand market will minimize the risk of
cannibalization.
• Product Differentiation: When engaging in reuse options it is important
to ensure that the secondhand product is clearly differentiated from the
new product options. Presentation and sales of secondhand products at a
separate location could also provide a clear distinction.
• Training of Staff: Retailers must ensure that the internal sales team is
comfortable in and capable of selling the secondhand collection.
Repair & Warranty
• This model will work best for high quality/premium priced products where
customer service plays an important role.
• This model can nurture a personal attachment between the consumer and
product, and therefore by extension, the brand.
• However, extreme durability can lead to market saturation, when no repeat
sales occur due to the unfaltering quality of the first purchase. New variations
should be introduced to refresh consumer interest (e.g. colours, styles, limited
editions) or extra revenues must be generated with service offering.
Renting & Leasing
• Introducing a renting or leasing doesn’t immediately require adjustments of
product design, sourcing, production or the organization of new partnerships
and therefore cost and time of implementation can be relatively limited. The
model does require some form of administration supported by dedicated
software and an online presence is recommended to allow for a bigger
market reach if possible.
• It is expected to especially work well for high quality, durable, expensive
and/or seasonal products, occasion wear, maternity wear and kidswear,

SERVICE-BASED BUSINESS MODELS & CIRCULAR STRATEGIES FOR TEXTILES
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where there is an opportunity for the brand to rent out the product multiple
times (instead of on-off sales) and there is a benefit for the customer of
paying only for the use of the product (cheaper than buying).
• Most difficult challenge is acquiring new ‘members’ and in most cases
membership base is slow to develop. Therefore, brick & mortar should only
be opened once high volume e-market is well established or in parallel with
retail model based on sales.
Demand management
• Demand management provides great opportunities for brands to improve
profit margins. It is a strategy to ensure that a higher percentage of the
collection will be sold full price due to better insight into customer needs
and preferences. In general the industry states that 1/3 of products are sold
full price, 1/3 of products are sold on sale and then the final 1/3 of the
produced collection generates almost no revenue and is taking up space
as dead stock.
• Demand management can also be applied by companies with limited sales
volumes or in the absence of a vertically integrated supply chain. Every brand
can create more insight into consumer needs and preferences by looking
at sales figures more real time, relying on input from store managers that
collect customer feedback and/or by creating online customer communities
for direct feedback.
• Demand management related closely to co-creation or ‘mass customization’
strategy that is catering to the needs of individual customers.

Co-creation
• A factor preventing companies to move towards mass customization are
constraints in the value chain. New co-creation models are therefore often
driven by smart technologies that can be utilized on-site eg. live printing,
3D printing, live knitting . These technologies do not require the entire
value chain to be reconfigured, and are therefore more practically and
economically feasible, allowing the brand deliver customized solutions with
near mass-production efficiency and reliability
• Via co-creation, brands can leverage consumer creativity to create truly
original designs. As the textile and fashion industry has weak intellectual
property rights, it is an ideal space to adopt co-design strategies. However,
companies must provide choice navigation to simplify and control the ways
in which people explore its offerings and to protect the brand image from
dilution.
• In stark contrast to a mass producer, whose focus is on identifying common
tendencies so that he can target those needs with a limited number of
standard products, a mass customizer must actively map the idiosyncratic
needs of its consumers. This requires an entirely new mindset.
• Mass customization via co-creation offers large promises to reduce the
waste in the textile industry via on demand production (resulting in no waste
from overstock) and emotional durability (resulting in no waste of unwanted
products due to lack of personal attachment).
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DEEP DIVES

SERVICE-BASED BUSINESS MODELS &
CIRCULAR STRATEGIES FOR TEXTILES
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CIRCULAR

CLOSED LOOP MODELS

• Closed loop business models include products and business processes designed to enable the retention of material quality and value at end of use to ensure ‘endless’
cycling of resources through a circular system.
• In order to ensure fully closed loops, the business model needs to address inherent recyclability of materials, design of the product (enabling disassembly of
components to separate into ‘pure’ material streams), product take back and process infrastructure for product manufacturing and recovery of materials.
• The business model for closed loop may still be a ‘traditional’ product sales model , as long as the above-mentioned aspects are addressed and longer use, return,
re-use and recycling is ensured or stimulated (e.g. via incentivized return like a deposit system or sale-buy back).

CONSUMERS

BRAND & COMPANIES

OPPORTUNITIES

CHALLENGES

+ The model can have the added benefit of securing a long term and
more intense relationship with your customer. The model can also be
easily combined/integrated with value adding services during the
use phase of the product (e.g. repair, cleaning).
+ Through a closed loop model the producer is creating value from
securing and re-using the resources needed to make its products.
+ For other products (workwear is very company specific), design for
long use and/or remanufacturing can also create opportunities for
re-use cycle(s), or component re-use, before moving towards material
recycling (see also case study Vigga)

o

+ Both for companies and ‘conscious’ consumers the environmental
benefits of circular models can be an advantage.
+ Specific benefit for B2B is that for companies there is no requirement
to take care of products at the end of use, since this will be addressed
by the producer.
+ Extra benefits during use phase as a result of the longer term relation
with the brand/producer and feeling good about actively taking part
in a new system that provides a sustainable solution.

o

o

o

o

Closed loop models based on performance based contracts, are not
always legally possible (producer cannot always remain legal owner of
materials) or desirable (with regard to risk management and the need for
upfront financing) for a brand or producer.
Setting up a closed loop value chain is complex. It requires a new approach
to business, financing and involvement in many non-core activities from the
producer (e.g. aligning value chain, setting up infrastructure, implementing
design for recycling).

Performance based contracts are not always preferred by companies due
to how company budgets are structured and due to balance sheet issues.
Currently, most closed loop models cannot provide direct financial benefits
to the customer yet. Closed loop models do however have potential to be
cheaper than traditional linear models when virgin resource prices go up,
economies of scale can be achieved or regulatory incentives are introduced
Most consumer facing closed loop models rely on a high level of consumer
dedication to bring/send back their products and therefore (financial)
incentives or other types of facilitation of this process are often required.

CLOSED LOOP MODELS TEXTILES

ALTERNATIVE CLOSED LOOP MODELS

Dutch Awearness (B2B workwear)
Dutch Spirit (B2B workwear)
Patagonia (B2C apparel)

Interface ReEntry program
Experiments with mobile phones - Fairphone now exploring
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CLOSED LOOP
DEEP DIVE

DUTCH AWEARNESS INFINITY WORKWEAR
Nijmegen, The Netherlands

D
A

B2B, Businesses with focus on CSR/sustainability

Inside

Start-up
• Dutch aWEARness delivers circular workwear and corporate wear to companies that are
environmentally aware.
• By using the (100% polyester) circular ‘infinity’ fabric, applying design for reincarnation
and providing track & trace software (CCMS) and a network of value chain partners, all
product materials are fully suitable for endless cycling in a closed loop.
• As a company you can buy the circular workwear or pay a periodic fee (performance
based). Both options come to the same total cost to the customer.
• Via a contract with the reseller, Dutch aWEARness remains owner of the materials. Take
back at the end of use is organised in a contract between reseller and end customer.
• At present, the first circular supply and production chain is being brought to the market
and validated by a number of sustainable early adopters through the EU commission
funded EcoProFabrics project.

“PARTNERSHIPS AND KNOWLEDGE SHARING IS KEY.
CIRCULAR ECONOMY IS 20% PRODUCTS & MATERIALS
AND 80% PROCESS” - RIEN OTTO
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CLOSED LOOP

BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS

THE BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS

DEEP DIVE: DUTCH
AWEARNESS

Key Partners
Key
partners

Key
KeyActivities
activities

Value Propositions
Value
proposition

Customer Relationships
Customer
relationship

Customer Segments
Customer
segments

• Track and trace (CCMS
system) partners: Royal
HaskoningDHV, EcoChain
Technologies, Sourcemap and
Improvement IT.
• Eco Pro Fabrics partners:
European Commission, Royal
HaskoningDHV, EcoChain
Technologies, Bukk Fashion,
Backhausen and Van Schoot
Pompcentrum.
• General partners:
Wageningen University,
Royal Haskoning, European
Commission.
• Workwear Resell partners:
Circuwear, Persu, Intersafe
Groenenveld
• Value chain partners: Trivera,
Becker Fabric, Jasmine mode,
Dutch Awearness, Wolkat,
Latina Group

• Business development,
marketing and R&D:
marketing circular concept,
development CCMS system
(with partners), acquiring new
partners/customers.
• In addition, Dutch
aWEARness takes on Sales
and Chain management:
Client interviews, Making
agreements/contracts, Order
preparation/ value chain
alignment.
• Other key activities that are
needed to achieve a closed
loop are handled by value
chain partners: yarn spinning,
weaving, production,
customization, collection/
take-back, shredding, melting
(from fabric to polyester
granules)

Value Proposition
• To end customers (companies
in need of workwear):
• Healthy, safe, sustainable
workwear for employees
against competitive prices.
• Support/expertise to identify
right workwear products
(customize)
• Repair, cleaning service
(optional and at extra cost)
• Cut cost (€300/ton) and
hassle of waste management
at end of use
To workwear resellers
• Exclusive rights to sell the
infinity fabric (June 2015-June
2018) via Dutch Awearness
closed loop model
• CCMS that provides
transparency to the reseller
and customer about the
product.
For value chain partners
• Access to an exclusive market
for circular workwear based
on Infinity fabric
• CCMS enables workwear
companies and value chain
players to manage the loop

• The closed loop model infers
a long term relation between
supplier and buyer/user.
• Contracts are made for
periods of 2-5 years and are
tailor made for every client.
• Main contact points include:
intake, delivery, repair service
(if needed) and take back.

Currently the most important
customers are:
• Workwear resellers
• Circuwear (general workwear
and Infinity workwear)
• Intersafe Groenenveld (safety
clothing/Personal Protective
Equipment)
• Persu (corporate wear,
healthcare clothing)
• Businesses wanting to buy
circular workwear are
redirected to these resellers.

KeyResources
resources
Key
• Track & Trace (CCMS) software
system.
• Partner network (value chain) for
implementing closed loop
• Expertise in circular sourcing/design
• Exclusive IP rights for Infinity fabric
(100% polyester) for three years.

Channels
Channels
• Website (reference to resellers
websites)
• Dutch aWEARness is actively
approaching the market via
public speaking at conferences
and events. Since circular
workwear is a novel concept,
it cannot solely rely on
traditional sales channels but
needs to be actively explained
and marketed.
• Physical store/office in
Nijmegen

Cost
structure
Cost Structure
Main cost components in chain:
• Raw material (€800-€1200/ton virgin polyester) - 3-6% of final
product cost
• Spinning, dying, weaving
• Production & trimmings
• Delivery & take back logistics
• Pre-processing (cleaning, removing trimmings, colour sorting)
• Recycling (± €750/ton polyester - can go up depending on market
dynamics)

Revenue
streams (per month)
Revenue
Streams
• Dutch aWEARness service cost
• Overhead
Currently there is no price premium for the infinity
fabric because no profit margins are calculated at
this level (only at product level). Pricing of circular
workwear is competitive in the high end market
(e.g. high visibility rain suits with jacket and
trousers for €80,-)

• Management fee for Dutch aWEARness role
as supply chain director
• Revenue from workwear sales (small profit
margin on product sales via resellers)
• Subsidy from EcoProFabrics project for early
stage development/testing
• Future: license fee for CCMS system and
use of closed loop partner network.
• Consultancy projects for fashion companies.

CIRCULAR

DUTCH AWEARNESS IN PRACTISE
• Infinity is not in pilot stage anymore. It is now
being put in use at workwear companies. (in
EcoProFabrics project). Launching customers
include Brabant Water, Rijkswaterstaat,
Desso, Dura Vermeer, GEA Refrigeration en
Royal HaskoningDHV.
• No second generation infinity workwear
in the market yet. After ±2 years Dutch
aWEARness can start take-back and
recycling.
• First garment recycling planned for Autumn
2015 will produce second generation
workwear for Rijkswaterstaat NL (60 infinity
rainsuits).

CLOSED LOOP

DEEP DIVE: DUTCH
AWEARNESS

IN PRACTISE

IMPACT

FUTURE PERSPECTIVE

• Compared to incineration, recycling reduces CO2
emissions by ±2.3 kg per kg of clothing.
• Overall environmental costs (Societal Costs Indicator)
for recycling are estimated at €0.09 compared to
€0.16 for incineration and €2.92 for landfill for 1
kg of clothing.

• Current business model based on exclusive rights to
Infinity and value chain management.
• Future model based on expertise, CCMS system
licensing and ‘exploitation’ of closed loop value
chain partners. All orders from end customers will go
through Dutch Awearness affiliated resellers.
• Growth strategy:
• International expansion by copying value chain
in Netherlands to other countries.
• Expanding CCMS system application to other
sectors.

KEY CHALLENGES

• Dutch aWEARness is not able to make steady price
arrangements with all value chain players. Especially
recycling costs strongly fluctuate depending on
market demand.
• Higher volumes needed to make it profitable.
Recycling small batches is possible but not
commercially interesting. From 10-20 ton volumes
(3000 garments), pricing can become competitive.

KEY STRENGTHS

• Combining all aspects needed for closed loop:
recyclable fabric, design for recovery, track & trace,
business model (performance based contracts),
value chain collaboration.
• Through collaborations in the value chain and
streamlining the process, 30% of costs to produce
final product can be saved.
• 100% of circular workwear products are returned
due to contractual agreements.
Closed loop process for Dutch
aWEARness workwear.
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COMPARATIVE CASES

DUTCH SPIRIT INSPIRE WORKWEAR

$

FREITAG F-ABRIC

2010, Inspire since 2013

Launched 2009

Arnhem, The Netherlands

Zurich, Switzerland

High end workwear (Inspire)

$

High end

B2B, workwear resellers

Men & women, 20 - 40 yrs

Sale of Inspire fabric for workwear market &
management of closed loop model requirements

Sustainably produced,
biodegradable workwear

Basic Setup:
• 10% margin on fabric sales to workwear resellers (Bluesign certified
Inspire fabric, 100% polyester, developed by partner Schoeller).
• Take back of product arranged by reseller based on contractual
agreements with their customers.
• Brands must comply with closed loop requirements determined by
Dutch Spirit.
• Future focus on marketing & sales (acquiring first big launching
customer of >2000 garments)
+ Inspire fabric (100% Polyester) is fully recyclable with cotton hand
feel and increased breathability due to functional coatings.
+ No Exclusivity. Easy for resellers to implement new fabric, while
keeping own design, processes and supply chain.
+ Transparent about pricing and business model.
Developing an open source business platform to support close loop
models.
+ Iterative quality testing with market to meet customer demands- wash,
wear, recycling.
o Materials in the loop are not traceable.
o Fabric price is significantly high at €10/m, if volume high enough
price reduced to €7/m, but this is still too high for some resellers.
Price premium is putting off some resellers that are unable to translate
value/quality to their customers.
o Virgin polyester is cheap thus no direct financial value creation
based on recycling material.

Basic Setup:
• Fabric is made from hemp, flax & modal
• Compostable within 3 months
+ Made in Europe
+ All of production takes place within 2500 km
radius of Zurich (Freitag HQ)
+ Product Class I of the Oeko-Tex® Standard
+ Designed for disassembly, trousers have
rivets which can be screwed off and reused
+ Transparent regarding R&D, composition
and process behind the fabric
o Only available at select stores (but available
in 11 countries)
o 5 items in collection, no future plans to
expand collection
o Trimmings which can be removed do not
have take back system
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REUSE

• Reuse is an example of a Circular Business Model.
• With a reuse model, the company in question implements a take-back scheme for company-branded apparel and resells this secondhand clothing, either themselves
or through a third party.
• The concept takes advantage of a renewed consumer interest in secondhand or ‘vintage’ clothing.
• Where third party players usually generate profits on used clothing sales, brands increasingly see the potential to centralize and formalize secondhand activities to
retain profits for themselves, whilst encouraging sustainable consumer behaviour.

CONSUMERS

BRAND & COMPANIES

OPPORTUNITIES

CHALLENGES

+ Brings additional revenue streams from the sale of company-branded
secondhand goods.
+ Increases control over the resale of secondhand products, allowing
companies to protect the brand image from third party dilution.
+ Reuse markets offer a more affordable alternative to consumers
who might not ordinarily be able to afford the new collection. This
concept can therefore open up new markets and improve industry
competitiveness.
+ Branding/marketing potential exists in publicly communicating an
innovative, sustainable concept.
+ By extending the lifecycle of a garment by just 9 extra months,
companies can reduce related carbon, waste and water footprints by
20-30% according to the UK-based group WRAP. This impact is often
more than a company could make by selecting more sustainable
fabrics, production practices or offering recycling.

o

+ Consumers can buy high quality apparel at a lower price than the
firsthand goods in store. For consumers with a lower budget, this may
allow them to access a brand for the first time.

o
o
o

o

o

Attaining a sufficient volume of high quality secondhand clothing back from
consumers requires targeted advertising and strategic logistics.
Brand in question must extend their responsibility for the product beyond the
point of sale to the use and disposal phase. This requires the company/
brand to manage a new set of partners and/or role for itself, in the handling,
cleaning and quality control of returned garments.
Brands frequently fear the risk of cannibalization ie. that offering secondhand
option will negatively impact new sales.

Without proper control, the quality of the garment may be compromised.
A limited selection (colour, size) is usually offered.
Effective marketing is needed to create a comparable retail experience and
ensure that consumers do not feel they are necessarily buying secondhand.

REUSE

ALTERNATIVE REUSE MODELS

Filippa K
Claudia Strater: Share Your Clothes
Eileen Fisher: Green Eileen Store
Cees n Co

Phillips Healthcare
Lely Netherlands
Kromkommer
Instock
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REUSE
DEEP DIVE

FILIPPA K SECONDHAND STORE & COLLECT CONCEPT
Sweden
B2C, Men & woman. 25 - 60 yrs
SME
• The Secondhand store in Stockholm was established 2007, while the wider Collect
Concept was launched in February 2015 in Sweden and Denmark, to be expanded
across all markets from October 2015 onwards.
• Through the Collect concept, consumers can return used Filippa K clothing to any Filippa
K store, and will receive 15% discount on their next purchase. Clothing in poor condition
is sent to a local charity organisation. Clothing in good condition will be used in the
Secondhand store in Stockholm or in other retail outlets, once they have launched.
• Clothing submitted directly to the Filippa K Secondhand Store is collected under a
different model. Firstly, only gently used, seasonal clothing is accepted. If the garment
sells, the owner receives a 40% commission. Submissions ‘hang’ in the shop for a month,
after which they are returned to the owner.

“OUR JOURNEY TOWARDS SUSTAINABILITY IS A
LEARNING PROCESS. MOST IMPORTANT IS TO DRIVE
CHANGE AND LEARN FROM EVERY STEP- LEARNINGS
THAT CAN AND WILL BE ADOPTED IN OUR DAILY
PROCESSES AND IN EVERY COLLECTION.”
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REUSE

DEEP DIVE: FILIPPA K

BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS

THE BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS
Key Partners
Key
partners

Key
KeyActivities
activities

Value Propositions
Value
proposition

Customer Relationships
Customer
relationship

Customer Segments
Customer
segments

• Industry relevant partners:
Logistics partner, laundry
partner, repair partner (all
part of supply chain pre
Collect concept)
• Suppliers: Consumers with
second hand Filippa K
clothing
• Retail Partner: Judit’s
Secondhand Store who
owns and manages the
Filippa K Secondhand
Store.
• Technology : Cirqle App

Day to Day Activities
• Receiving, checking and
sorting collected clothing
• Merchandising the
physical store
• Administration related
to new members and
commission owed
• Communication with
logistics, laundry and
repair partners

• Encouraging and
supporting the prolonged
life cycle of Filippa K
clothing through launching
a branded second hand
store.
• Attracting new consumers
to the brand
• Rewarding consumers
with attractive incentives in
order for them to supply us
with their old clothes

Consumers expect a personal
service.
Filippa K have deliberately
avoiding the more common
‘collection bin’ model, as they
believe that this devalues the
clothing being returned. Instead
consumers hand in the item over
the counter to a member of staff,
who thanks them and gives a
15% discount voucher. Clothing
is folded and stored, to be
checked later on for quality. This
model of collecting lengthens
dwell time, and makes the
experience more personal for the
consumer.

•

Previous and prospective
Filippa K consumers. This
model has opened a new
market for the brand;
women who could not
previously afford Filippa K
clothing.

Channels
Channels

• Retail: Filippa K Secondhand
store, owned and managed
by Judit’s Secondhand store
• E-commerce: Launch of new
secondhand stores in the
pipelines for 2016
• Website: Communication
to date through the website.
In two weeks a new, more
interactive communication
strategy will be launched.

KeyResources
resources
Key
• Product: High quality own brand
secondhand clothing.
• Staff: Experienced personnel
who are able to accurately sort,
price and merchandise collected
clothing.

Cost
structure
Cost Structure

Secondhand store is its own entity. Filippa K provide
supplementary stock (sample sale, deadstock) when
collected volumes are low, and contribute some funds to
merchandising.

Fixed
• Rent
• Labour
Variable:
• Cleaning/ironing items
• Admin new subscribers
• New collection items

Revenue
streams (per month)
Revenue
Streams

• Product sale of secondhand
clothing in physical and online
markets. Secondhand product is
usually 50% of original price.

CIRCULAR

REUSE

REUSE IN PRACTISE
Collect Concept: Consumers can
return Filippa K used clothing to any
Filippa K store, and will receive 15%
discount on next purchase. Clothing
in poor condition is sent to a local
charity

organisation.

Clothing

in

IN PRACTISE

IMPACT

KEY STRENGTHS

Environmental Impact: Direct, quantifiable impact associated
with reuse, however they have not yet conducted independent
analysis. Since launching in 2007, the Secondhand Store
has recirculated around 5,500 pieces per year. According to
WRAP UK, extending the lifecycle of a garment by just 9 months
reduces related carbon, waste and water footprints by 20-30%.
Social Impact: Current consumers have low faith in how you can
affect change via politics, national regulation etc. Today, people
are using their power as consumers. Filippa K are allowing
consumers to implement systemic change through their buying
power.

• Frontrunners, acting ahead of the curve. Since 2007, they
have tested the demand for own-brand reuse to prove the
business case. Given its success, they are now expanding to
all markets with confidence.
• Technically very scalable because of their pre-existing supply
chain partners (eg. logistics, cleaning, repair)
• The brand’s minimalist designs and neutral colour palette
are well suited for this concept, due to the fact that they are
timeless.
• The high production quality of Filippa K clothing lends itself
to second life. 95% of collected items are in mint condition.
• Take back scheme is built in collaboration with Swedish
service app Cirqle. Cirqle locates stores that have a take back
system and saves rewards digitally. From a brand perspective
it collects data on who is returning clothing.

good condition is kept in storage and
will be sold on via Secondhand store
or upcoming online store.
Secondhand Store: Gently worn,
seasonal clothing is collected in store.
If the garment sells, the owner receives
a 40% commission, the store receives
40% and 20% is taxed. Secondhand
clothing is usually 50% of original

DEEP DIVE: FILIPPA K

FUTURE PERSPECTIVE
• Collect, Lease and Frontrunners are three new Circular
Business models to be launched across all markets in October
2015.
• Collect concept will be expanded to all markets, with the view
to adding an additional revenue stream through the resale of
secondhand Filippa K clothing. Poor quality clothing will be
sent to local charities. High quality clothing with be sent to
storage until more secondhand outlets are launched.
• Focus on mobilizing consumers to return clothing through
interactive social media campaign and via the Cirql App.
• Filippa K producing 1 million garments per year, The future
target is that all these garments have the opportunity for
second life.

price. If clothing has not sold after
one month it is returned to the owner.
BRAND FEEDBACK
• Filippa K see collect as being complementary to regular
business and a great business opportunity. Through this
concept they can can sell a garment 2 or 3 times, for little
added cost.
• The success of the second hand store gives them the confidence
to make this a market wide initiative. To date, there has been
no drop in sales at regular stores.
• It is also a unique marketing opportunity, allowing them to
make a statement as a brand

KEY CHALLENGES
• Consumers are the suppliers, therefore success is dependent
on mobilizing continual high-volume, high-quality take back.
• Store currently selling more then they get in. When they run
low on supplies FK push through their channels to generate
more stock or contribute old samples.
• Styles are limited and sizes tend to be small (items that have
been outgrown & sample pieces from catwalk).
• Secondhand store is not styled by Filippa K, and so doesn’t
fully align with brand image.
• Store has limited storage, and can therefore only accept gently
worn, seasonal clothes from consumers. As a result consumers
who bring clothes to the store are often disappointed when
their clothing isn’t accepted.

CONSUMER FEEDBACK
• Even if they are not directly engaging, consumers appreciate
the store. Filippa K are helping consumers to consume without
adding toward over consumption. To date it has encourages
brand loyalty.
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Eileen Fisher: Green Eileen Store

Claudia Strater: Share Your Clothes

$

o

Cees n Co

Launched 2009, with new stores added 2011, 2013.

2013

Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Irvington, NYC, Yonkers, NYC & Seattle, WA

Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Mid - high market

$

Mid market

$

Mid market

B2C, Women, 25 - 60 yrs

B2C, Women 20 - 60 yrs

Men, 25 - 60 yrs

Consumers trade their old Claudia
Strater clothing in for points to use in
the regular shop

100% of revenue goes toward non profit
organization, Eileen Fisher Community
Foundation

Deposit is paid on classic white mens
shirt, to encourage responsible take
back at end of life

+ Generates consumer awareness around the end of
life of their old garments
+ Attracts consumers from new & different market
segments as collected garments have a lower price
point.

o

DEEP DIVE: FILIPPA K

May 2015

Basic Setup:
• Consumers make an appointment to drop old
Claudia Strater clothing off at the selected
store.
• Remuneration in the form of ‘Fashion Points’
on a ‘Fashion Card’ is given which can be
used in the regular Claudia Strater store.
• All profits go to a charity supported by the
Claudia Strater Foundation

o

COMPARATIVE CASES

Operational costs to run re-use model limited (add
on to existing stores)
Currently, the secondhand option only available to
buy in the Amsterdam store.
Drop-off by appointment only.

Basic Setup:
• Garments can be returned to any EF store.
• All collected items are processed in EF
Recycling Centre in Irvington.
• Each returned item earns $5 on a recycling
rewards card.
• All proceeds go toward non-profit
organizations that improve the lives of women
and girls worldwide.

+

+

+
o

High quality returns are professionally cleaned
and repaired (eg.de-pilling knits, fixing snags in
sweaters, replacing buttons and sewing on missing
labels)
Impact is high. To date, GREEN EILEEN has
collected more than 450,000 donated items and
sold some 140,000 items to support women and
girls.
Green Eileen store is used as events venue, hosting
workshops on knitting, repair and traditional crafts.
Concept does not bring direct profit to the brand

Basic Setup:
• Shirts are tagged upon purchase. When a shirt is
returned within 3 years of purchase, the consumer
receives a €15 deposit back.
• If the shirt is not returned within these three years,
the deposit goes to the charity, Terre des Hommes.
• Returned shirts which are still in a good condition
go to secondhand stores. Poor quality returns are
sent for recycling.

+
+
+

+

o
o
o

Single product line (timeless white shirt) is well suited to the reuse
concept.
Shirts have been designed for long-life and are 100% cotton, for
ease of recycling.
€15 deposit is integrated from the beginning, raising the buying
price and providing the company with a three year interest
and VAT-free consumer ‘loan’, which can be used to grow the
business.
Deposit gives the opportunity to re-establish contact with
consumers (to remind that expiry date is approaching). This
personal interaction heightens brand loyalty and consumer
satisfaction.
± 50 shirts returned out of the 2,000 sold since launch.
However, the concept is relatively new and many shirts have not
yet crossed the three year threshold.
Currently, consumers must cover the cost of postage. In the
coming year, Cees n Co hope to offer a downloadable, prepaid sticker.
Manually logging and monitoring the purchase date of each
shirt is time consuming. As the company grows, a more efficient
method will be needed.
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RECYCLING

• Recycling is the breaking down of a used item into raw materials which are used to make new items. Business models based on recycling are based on the principle
of creating value from ‘waste’.
• The three main textile ‘waste’ streams to recycle include: post-industrial textiles (offcuts, clipping waste), pre-consumer textiles (returned garments, dead stock) and
post-consumer textiles (used garments that are not suitable for re-use).
• For textiles, different technologies are available to recover different fibre types and depending on the technology used, outputs can be turned into new yarns for
textiles (high value recycling) or other ‘downcycling’ applications based on the fibres (non woven products, composite materials, insulation materials).
• To note: Recycling is different from Remanufacturing. There are also many companies applying remanufacturing strategies where new garments are made based
on existing fabrics (remnant fabrics as resource or upcycling of used goods) including Tonle, Goodone and Mickkeus.

CONSUMERS

BRAND & COMPANIES

OPPORTUNITIES

CHALLENGES

+ Several existing brands or companies that have integrated models
based on recycling, have been successful in translating that to PR,
brand value and increased consumer engagement (e.g. Levi’s, H&M,
Esprit).
+ Marginal cost savings/revenues are possible by replacing textile
waste management strategies with high value recycling strategies.
+ Recycling strategies provide opportunities for new companies (e.g.
Pure waste, ByMolle, Blue loop, Mosevic) that can take advantage of
existing resources, such as offcuts and used goods, to produce new
products and make this central to their brand value.

o

+ Recycling strategies that are based on used goods can also provide
financial benefits to the consumer: consumers can attain value from
their own used garments (via incentivized return).

o

RECYCLING - POST-INDUSTRIAL
AND PRE-CONSUMER TEXTILES

G-Star RAW Recycled denim
Esprit Recycled collection
Levi’s & Bonded Logic

o

It is not yet common practise that textile ‘waste’ is seen as a potential revenue
stream or valuable resource (as it is with closed loop models). However,
this may shift quickly once virgin resource prices rise or recycling becomes
cheaper and easier (e.g. due to new chemical recycling technologies).
Limited recycling options are available and many technologies cannot
produce secondary resources at competitive prices or at virgin quality
(chemical recycling technologies like Worn again, Re:newcell, Evrnu,
Ioniqa promise to address both issues and revolutionize the industry).

Many of the recycled products available come at a significant price premium
(in part due to the additional costs of the recycling process but also due to
the fact that many of these products are marketed as ‘specialty products’).

RECYCLING - POST-CONSUMER TEXTILES

I:CO in store collection program
Zara in-store collection

ALTERNATIVE RECYCLING MODELS

Stone recycling
Umicore
GROHolland
BioBean
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RECYCLING:
POST-INDUSTRIAL & PRE-CONSUMER
DEEP DIVE

GSTAR RAW RECYCLED DENIM
Amsterdam, The Netherlands
B2C, Apparel (denim), 15 - 40 yrs
MNC (± $1 billion annual turnover)
• From 2011 onwards, G-Star has been active in several projects that aim to establish
sustainable recycling solutions for their own pre-consumer and post-consumer textile
products.
• Recycling projects range from high value recycling of G-Star products into new denim
products (denim to denim) and downcycling G-Star materials into industrial applications
such as insulation.
• Through some of the projects, technological innovation in high value recycling of cotton
has been pushed forward in collaboration with value chain partners.
• New denim (and other cotton) fabrics with up to 33% recycled cotton content have been
produced as a result and used for several small collections over the years (e.g. RAW
Recycled - orange label).

“A DESIRE TO INNOVATE IS PART OF THE BRAND DNA”
- SHUBHANKAR RAY, BRAND DIRECTOR
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RAW RECYCLED PROJECTS IN PRACTISE
• Driving force behind project: find more
sustainable alternatives for pre-consumer
(and post-consumer) G-Star materials and
push innovation as part of pioneering brand
position.
• 2 scenario’s explored so far:
Downcycling: G-Star materials as
feedstock for textile fibre applications in
industry (non-wovens, insulation)
High value recycling: Denim to Denim
recycling (up 25% recycled content) of
pre-consumer and post-consumer textiles)
to produce new G-Star products.
• Technology (recycling) partners with expertise
are essential. Recycling capabilities,
sustainability mindset and transparency
is key to achieving successful pilots.

RECYCLING

IN PRACTISE

DEEP DIVE: GSTAR

KEY CHALLENGES

MARKET FEEDBACK

• Integrating model in existing supply chain is too
complex in early stage
• Mills are inexperienced with recycling & using
secondary fibres- requires R&D
• Key partners need to be convinced of added value
of recycled/sustainable proposition.
• Quality and look of recycled fabrics is limitedrecycled fabric produced previously did not fit
design team’s specs limiting further funding & scaling
of model
• Royo’s fabrics have price premium. Pricing should
conform to market so as not to dissuade consumer.

• The project was not consumer driven and there was
no real consumer campaign around the project so
consumers were not aware.
• The media was very interested and there was a lot
of coverage through press releases and interviews.

KEY STRENGTHS

• Continuous stream of pre and post consumer textiles
with high cotton content to work with
• Current developments: more centralized sourcing
processes that incentivize pooling/bulk sourcing of
a smaller range of fabrics to reduce cost.
• Fabric development done in collaboration with
design departments, preventing wasted sampling.
• Communication to consumer

FUTURE PERSPECTIVE

• Stepping away from denim to denim requirement
towards a more flexible textile to textile recycling,
allowing different cotton products to be feedstock
will result in different yarns.
• New business model which adds value for G-Star &
conforms to product prices to attract consumers
• Achieve endless cycling of G-Star products through
a combination of technological innovation (high
quality output) and new business model
• New pilots will be initiated on short term to work
towards this goal.
• Developing take back system which conforms to
branding

IMPACT

• Impact has n’t been measured in the project.
• Exact impact depends on specifics for a project but to give an indication, below image shows impact savings for a
ton of material based on 50% recycled cotton and 50% recycled PET.
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CIRCULAR

RECYCLING

BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS

DEEP DIVE: GSTAR

THE BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS
Key Partners
Key
partners

Key
KeyActivities
activities

Value Propositions
Value
proposition

Customer Relationships
Customer
relationship

Customer Segments
Customer
segments

Initial project Denim to Denim
(2011):
• KICI (charity involved in postconsumer textile collection, re-use
and recycling): provided project
coordination and knowledge
on innovation of mechanical
recycling into yarn.
• Minot (recycler): opening cotton
fabrics to fibres
• Mill in Turkey (Denim mill):
spinning fibres into yarns & weaving
denim fabric
• CMT factory

• Transport & logistics
• Storage
• Pre-processing (taking off
hardware) & recycling
(deconstructing materials to
fibre)
• Spinning & weaving
• CMT (Cut make & trim)
• Retail/sales
• Communication
• For pilot: initial investment,
business modeling, project
coordination
• For future implementation:
integration into operations
and supply chain

• G-Star delivers materials
(feedstock) with no cost to
recyclers that can be used
instead of virgin fibres or
other feedstock.
• G-Star reduces risk
for recyclers & fabric
manufacturers by
guaranteeing purchase of %
of produced fabrics
• Sustainable products at no
extra cost.

Only via sales of the RAW
recycled collection. No
additional relationship or
engagement established.

G-Star consumer, no specific
segment as target for recycled
collection.

Follow up projects:
• Royo (denim mill): Company with
existing expertise and capabilities
with regard to producing denim
fabrics with recycled cotton.
• Recover (recycler/spinner): Expert
in cotton recycling and spinning
yarns + Royo supplier of yarns with
% recycled cotton.
• Wieland Textiles (textile sorting
company): transport & bale pressing
• VAR Frankenhuis (recycler):
deconstructing G-Star denim
products to fibres for downcycling
applications

KeyResources
resources
Key
Partners adhere to Global Recycling Standard
(GRS) or SCS ‘Recycled Content’ standard.
• G-Star materials - returns/dead stock and
collected used employee G-Star products
• Value chain partnerships for recycling.
• G-Star retail & communication channels.

Channels
Channels

• Until 2013 separate RAW
Recycled hangtag.
• Currently, small RAW
Sustainable inside label for
all sustainable materials in the
collection.
• Communication via Corporate
Responsibility website
• Press releases and media
coverage

Cost
structure
Cost Structure

• Waste management/incineration scenario: €0.30€0.35 per kg
• Downcycling scenario: ± €0.20- €0.25 per kg (for
transport, bale pressing and recycling)
• High value recycling scenario: ± €0.10- €0.20 per
kg (cost of transport, bale pressing and pre-processing to
prepare materials for recycling).

Revenue
streams (per month)
Revenue
Streams

• Other costs are absorbed by value
chain players for whom these are standard
operational costs.

• No direct revenue streams associated with high
value recycling projects yet.
• Costs related to storage and managing the
waste stream for downcycling/ incineration can
be avoided.
• Establishing value added business based on
value of secondary raw material is critical & in
future plans.

CIRCULAR

RECYCLING

COMPARATIVE CASES

LEVI'S & BONDED LOGIC

$

ESPRIT: RECYCLED COLLECTION

Launched 2002

Launched 2013

Levi’s (San Francisco), Bonded Logic (Phoenix)

Germany

Mid - market

$

Low to mid - market

B2B, Levi’s provides raw material to Bonded Logic

B2C, Men & women 20 - 50 yrs

Downcycling of denim deadstock

Incorporating own factory waste
into current collection

Basic Setup:
• Works with Bonded Logic (since 2002) to
create insulation out of denim fibre called
Ultra Touch
• Phoenix Fibers mechanically recycles denim
from various sources provided by Levi’s

+ Insulation is available at major retailers.
+ Product has more benefits than standard
insulation, absorbs sound & non toxic.
o Levi’s not generating revenue, but uses it as a
PR opportunity when they donate the denim.

Basic Setup:
• 22% of recycled denim uses cotton from
brand’s own factory waste
• Use recycled pre-consumer, cotton, polyester
and nylon.

+ Developing a denim fabric with a 43%
recycled content.
+ T-shirts comprise 35% recycled cotton, with
recycled PET making up the remaining 65%.
+ Beachwear collection, the ’Eco Capsule’,
made from 100% closed loop recycled nylon
+ Has collaborated with Eco Chic Design
Award Winner for past recycled collection.
+ Does not rely on consumers supply of second
hand clothing.
o Requires
transparency
throughout supply chain.

and

influence
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CIRCULAR

RECYCLING:
POST-CONSUMER TEXTILES
DEEP DIVE

I:CO COLLECTION SCHEME
Location: Several, European activities are managed in Ahrensburg, Germany.
Target Audience: B2B - brand partners ‘supply’ used textiles, recycling partners
‘buy’ used textiles subservice provider
Size: undisclosed (100% owned by SOEX group)

• I:CO provides brands with an extended producer responsibility scheme to tackle the
greater issue of post-consumer textile waste.
• I:CO’s focus is on diverting waste from landfill to correct secondary use.
• Vertical integration of collection, sorting and recycling within the SOEX group allows
I:CO to develop a cost neutral proposition towards their brand partners and provide
secondary textile resources at competitive prices in the future.
• The I:CO collection scheme has been successful in raising awareness amongst consumers
about the correct disposal of used clothing.
• In the future, I:CO foresees huge potential in developing the closed loop process further to
generate secondary raw materials (from post consumer collected textiles) for the industry.
“NOWADAYS, THE RECOGNITION OF MATERIALS AND AVAILABLE
RECYCLING OPTIONS STILL PRESENT CHALLENGES FOR THE
SUCCESSFUL UPCYCLING OF TEXTILES. ONGOING DEVELOPMENTS IN
BOTH AREAS BRING CIRCULAR BUSINESS MODELS FOR THE TEXTILE
INDUSTRY WITHIN REACH. WE ARE COMMITTED TO WORK ON THIS
MISSION ALONG WITH OUR PARTNERS”
- PAUL DOERTENBACH - I:CO SALES & MARKETING
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CIRCULAR

RECYCLING

BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS

DEEP DIVE: I:CO

THE BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS
Key Partners
Key
partners

Key
KeyActivities
activities

Value Propositions
Value
proposition

Customer Relationships
Customer
relationship

Customer Segments
Customer
segments

• 60 brands & retailers (both
big retailers like H&M and
single store owners): provide
instore collection locations
and communication channel to
consumers.
• SOEX (Recycling facility also
part of SOEX GROUP): makes
vertical integration of sorting &
recycling process possible
• Logistics partners in all
geographical areas - centrally
coordinated by I:CO

I:CO:

To brands:
• Providing a complete and cost
neutral solution for brands to
implement an in store collection
program to promote reuse and
recycling of used clothing.
Collection boxes with system to
provide discount vouchers
Support in awareness campaigns
Logistics (Collection)
Sorting and reuse or recycling of
collected textiles
Price per kg of collected clothing
(price determined by country
market value)
Offering
brands
secondary
resources to take up into production
(in development)

• Collaborative mission with
partners to implement a closed
loop strategy by way of starting
new projects to reach goals.
• Supportive role: brands
communicate to consumers, I:CO
supports the brands by way of
supplying take-back system

• Companies of all sizes.
They consider each request
individually to decide which
range of cooperation makes
sense for the company in
question.

To consumers (via brands):
• Making it as easy as possible for
consumers to give their garments a
new life.
• Providing financial incentive for
collection through discount voucher
– value for value as an impulse to
get aware of the value of unwanted
textiles and shoes as secondary raw
material with environmental and
economic benefits. The value of the
voucher varies depending on the
country, brand, and the quantity of
returned used textiles and shoes.

Channels
Channels

• offers its’ partners a platform to
meet their product responsibility.
• reduces textile waste and saves
resources through the take-back
system.
• preserves valuable raw
materials and drives closed loop
manufacturing.

KeyResources
resources
Key
• Logistics stream, various partners in
different countries
• Vertical integration of recycling
process
• Brand network

Cost
structure
Cost Structure

• Price per kg of collected clothing paid to brands (price
determined on case by case basis)
• €0.02 per kg of collected textiles donated to a
charitable project.
• Logistics
• Overheads
• R&D (developing closed loop processes)

• End consumers are reached
through each brand’s own
communication campaigns.

Revenue
streams (per month)
Revenue
Streams
• Revenue generated through sales of rewearable clothing and recycled fibers
for insulation, automotive industry, and
composite materials.
• The value of each garment is generated by
defining a next use.

CIRCULAR

RECYCLING

IN PRACTISE

DEEP DIVE: I:CO

I:CO COLLECTION SCHEME IN PRACTISE

KEY CHALLENGES / KEY STRENGTHS

CONSUMER FEEDBACK

• Over 60 brand/retail partners and
about 15.000 shops worldwide have I:CO
collection boxes

• Identification of fabrics is key challenge, manual
sorting based on labels doesn’t work because labels
are often wrong. In order to develop high quality,
effective recycling processes, we need to accurately
know the composition of input materials.
• Developing effective recycling solutions for blended
materials.
• Being price competitive in an industry where the
virgin material is already cheap.
• Gaining governmental support in textile producing
countries to open import streams of recycled fibres.
• After downcycled fibers have gone into the
automotive industry, it is a challenge to reclaim them
after the cars have come to their end of life.

• Consumer feedback is largely indirect through the
brands’ channels.
• Awareness is slowly increasing, as can be seen in
slowly increasing volumes collected in last 6 years.

• I:CO is present on all 6 continents
• Up to 400 tons of goods flow per day in
the German sorting and recycling facility
(unwanted clothing collected daily for
German recycling facility)
• Of clothing collected, about 60 % goes to
re-use/re-wear, 40% goes to recycling
• There is an increase in recyclable qualities
of collected clothing.

IMPACT

• I:CO provides an alternative solution to capture the
amounts textiles that are going to landfill and ensure
that they find a correct secondary use.
• Sustainability report to be published in the near future

FUTURE PERSPECTIVE
KEY STRENGTHS

• Being daughter company of SOEX enables vertical
integration of recycling process.
• In store collection box suits many large retailers as
they are able to easily brand it.
• Successfully managing logistics from all collection
points.

PARTNER FEEDBACK

• Increased awareness amongst partners as to end of
life issues surrounding clothing.
• The sustainability departments within a company
now have more attention, relevance and influence
within the overall strategy.

• Upscaling the high value recycling of mono-materials
(currently less than 10%) to provide price competitive
secondary resources for industry to use in new textile
manufacturing. This will allow for true closed loop
manufacturing scheme.
• Supporting innovation of sorting and recycling of
blended materials.
• Encouraging transparency among partners and
internally by means of publishing a sustainability
report in the near future
• Evaluating the need for a national sorting plant
with reference to the economic and environmental
transport costs or the collaboration with sorting
partners.
• Continuously improving the logistic and sorting
partner network.
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RECYCLING

ZARA (in store collection pilot)
May 2005
Arteixo, Spain
$

Low to mid market
Affordable fashion for women, men & children
B2C: young, value conscious, trend sensitive consumers
MNC - $11.5 billion annual turnover
Promoting take-back and recycling of
textiles through local partnerships

Basic Setup:
• Clothing collection boxes placed in flagship stores in 8
stores across EU (pilot)
• Consumer donation with no incentive
• Plans to expand pilot to more stores in Spain and wider EU.
• Introduction of traceability tooling for local partners to
ensure correct downstream processes.
+ Sustainability benefits: Initiative is part of bigger circular
economy program
+ Social benefits: Support local NGOs in textile recycling R&D
+ Consumer (and employee) awareness & value creation
+ Zara contributes logistics: pooling collected garments in
distribution centres
o Currently not actively communicated to consumer
o Placement of boxes in flagship stores = high % tourists, thus
low % collection
o High operational costs: handling, checking, security of
collection boxes
o No direct financial value generated
o Sourcing right partners & ensuring effective re-use & recycling

COMPARITIVE CASES

Alternative collection schemes
• In the US and EU, approximately 20 million tonnes of textile waste is landfilled or incinerated
every year. Of these discarded textiles, 95% could be re-worn or recycled.
• Brands and retailers are realising they need to address the issue of post-consumer textiles
waste and are seeking value creation therein.
• Many brands are struggle to find a way to contribute to collection/recycling that fits their
brand image (in store collection model is not for everyone).
• Several alternatives are being explored eg. avoiding in store collection to limit associating
the brand with old/used clothes and/or hassle for consumers.
• Several brands collaborate with local non-profit companies to also address the social value
aspect of engaging local communities.
Filippa K - Encouraging collection via Cirqle app
• Using the app consumers can find the nearest charity organizations and stores that collect
used clothes. The app will keep a track of consumers good deeds and offers well-deserved
rewards in stores or online.
The Reformation - RefRecycling
• Garment collection via E-Commerce: Reformation provides customers with RefRecycling
shipping label with their online purchase. Customers can put their old clothes in the box, put
on the label, and leave the package at their mail carrier free of charge.
• Program is connected to online Reformation profile (supported by CR Home platform) so
customers can track where their stuff is going, the impact they made and connect with other
‘recyclers’.
Uniforms for the dedicated - Rag Bag
(Donate something old every time you buy something
new)
• Dual-function shopping carrier designed to make it
easy for consumers to recycle unwanted clothes.
• The bag flips inside out to become a pre-addressed,
postage-paid envelope, ready for filling and depositing
in the nearest mailbox.
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SERVITIZATION

REPAIR & WARRANTY

• Repair & Warranty is an example of a Product-Oriented Product Service System, where business models are still mainly geared towards sales of products, but
some extra services are added.
• Under the repair and warranty model, the company in question not only sells the product, but also the services that are needed during the use phase of the product,
eg. in the provision of a care and maintenance contract.
• This concept promotes sustainable consumer behaviour through the lifetime extension of a garment and can nurture brand loyalty.

OPPORTUNITIES
BRANDS & COMPANIES

+ Concept can help to build a unique relationship with the consumer
and increase brand loyalty.
+ Garments enjoy a long and useful life in the market and are diverted
from landfill.
+ Increased contact with direct market allows brands to follow consumer
needs better and these insights can fuel innovation.
+ Huge branding/marketing potential exists in publicly communicating
an innovative, sustainable concept.

o The concept requires that the company in question extends responsibility
for the product beyond the point of sale to the use phase. This requires
them to manage a new set of partners and have a role in the repair and
maintenance of returned garments.
o There is usually no additional revenue from the repair services supplied and
this can be a time-consuming and costly add-on.
o Although a sustainable concept, environmental impact reductions are
incremental and difficult to ascertain.

CONSUMERS

CHALLENGES

+ Consumers have easy access to high-quality repair services, at little
or no extra cost. It is a particularly attractive proposition for garments
that easily experience wear and tear and are expensive, eg. outdoor
gear, jeans.
+ The novel experience of having a loved item repaired has an
intangible, ‘priceless’ value for the consumer.

o Requires shift in mindset and behaviour from the consumer; from fast fashion
to slow fashion.
o For consumers living in remote areas, it might be too much effort travelling
to repair location (could be resolved by adding a logistical partner).

REPAIR &WARRANTY

Nudie Jeans
Hiut Denim
Patagonia
Tom Crinland

ALTERNATIVE REPAIR &
WARRANTY MODELS

KIA
Zippo
Briggs & Riley Luggage
ALDI
Davek Umbrellas
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SERVITIZATION

REPAIR & WARRANTY
DEEP DIVE

NUDIE JEANS
Gothenburg, Sweden
B2C, Women & Men, 16 - 40 yrs
SME
• Nudie customers can visit 19 repair shops worldwide.
• All repairs happen in-store and are free.
• This service is a big part of the brand’s USP and demand for this service is high. The
Repair shops service 300 - 500 pairs of jeans/month, and repair only Nudie products.
• Consumers who do not wish to repair their old Nudies can sell them to the store and get
25% off a new pair of denims. The used Nudies will be repaired and resold in-store.
• For consumers unable to visit the store, Nudie will send a free repair kit (incl. 2x Denim
Patches, 1x Black Denim Patch, Iron Patch, Needle, Spool of Thread, Repair Kit Booklet
and Thimble) to their home.

“WE BELIEVE THAT YOU SHOULD WEAR IN AND
REPAIR YOUR JEANS IN ORDER TO CREATE
YOUR OWN INDIVIDUAL JEANS STORIES.”
- MARIA ERIXON, FOUNDER & CREATIVE DIRECTOR
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SERVITIZATION

REPAIR & WARRANTY

BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS

DEEP DIVE: NUDIE JEANS

THE BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS
Key Partners
Key
partners

• Staff members trained in the
repair services
• Retail stores hosting repair
events
• Supplier of machinery
• Repair partners for machinery

Key Activities
Key
activities

Value Propositions
Value
proposition

Customer Relationships
Customer
relationship

Customer
Segments
Customer
segments

Day to day operations
• Communicating concept to
consumers
• Managing the handling and
inventory of the repaired jeans
• Repairing damaged jeans in store
• Sending repair kits to consumers
who cannot access physical repair
stores
Extension of repair services
• Collecting jeans that are too
damaged to be repaired
• Curating/selecting jeans for reuse
• Handling of reuse (cleaning,
repairing, replacing)
• Organising logistics for recyclables
Promotion/marketing/communication
• Updating blog and website
• Organising repair events
Business Model Development
• Feedback to design teams from
consumers
• Developing new ‘replica’ product
lines, based on exceptional ‘worn’
jeans.

• Nudie customers can visit 19
repair shops worldwide.
• All repairs happen in-store by
trained staff and are free and
unlimited.
• For consumers unable to visit
the store, Nudie will send a
free repair kit (incl. 2x Denim
Patches, 1x Black Denim Patch,
Iron Patch, Needle, Spool of
Thread, Repair Kit Booklet) to
their home.
• Consumers can also drop in their
old Nudie’s to receive a 20%
discount on a next purchase.
• Jeans which are nicely worn
are washed, repaired and sold
in store, tagged as the ‘good
environmental choice’ collection,
with a 30% discount.
• Jeans which are beyond repair
are collected and kept in
storage. Eventually, these are
recycled into new product lines
(eg. at a fabric level as rugs,
or at a fibre level as recycled
denim lines).

• Consumers appreciate free and
unlimited repair service
• Community is kept involved via
the website and social media.
• Consumers who have ‘worn’
their jeans in a particularly
interesting way are featured on
the ‘user stories’ section of the
Nudie blog, where they profile
the jeans, the wearer and story
behind the repairs.
• Especially interesting examples
may even be replicated by the
design team and sent into global
production. The name of the
original owner, then become the
product name.

• All Nudie consumers have
access to this service in one
way or another.
• The Nudie target audience is
both men and women, 1640 yrs old.
• However the main interest
in the repair service does
not come from the younger
consumer, who have a fast
fashion induced ‘what’s old
is obsolete’ mindset. Rather,
it is estimated that 25-40
yr old men make the most
use of the repair service, as
they see the practical sense
in making the most of their
purchase.

Key Resources
Key
resources

Channels
Channels
Currently Nudie uses their
website to communicate as well
as social media and their blog.

• Staff: handling of returns, customer
relationship and repair expertise
• Repair Stores: 21 stores worldwide,
all located in big cities.
• Machinery: allows for in house repair
• Website/social media

Cost
structure
Cost Structure
Fixed
• Staff and training of staff
• Machines
• Repair kits (€2.50 per kit)

Revenue
streams (per month)
Revenue
Streams
Variable
• Maintenance and upkeep of
machines
• Repair costs
• Additional staff hired for busy
periods

• Currently, this model is not generating any
revenue except for indirect sales which cannot
be measured.

SERVITIZATION

REPAIR & WARRANTY

NUDIE REPAIR IN PRACTISE
•

Last year 2014, Nudie got 30,000
pairs in for repairs (15,000 from
Sweden alone).

•

Given that annual sales are 850,000900,000 pairs, we can deduce that
approx. 3% of all pairs purchased, are
brought back for repair.

•

Weekly 70 repair kits are sent out. This
translates as 3,640 repair kits per year.

•

On average, a pair of jeans are brought
for repair after one year of frequent use.

IN PRACTISE

DEEP DIVE: NUDIE JEANS

KEY STRENGTHS

CUSTOMER FEEDBACK

• Increases consumer awareness and offers a
sustainable choice.
• Increases 1-on-1 consumer interaction, footfall and
dwell time in stores, which in turn, creates new sales
and creates unique feedback loops.
• Generates interest in the brand and strengthens the
company USP
• The take back scheme allows them to secure
raw material for further product development. In
Sweden they have 2 tonnes of denim stored in their
warehouse, ready for processing into new products.

• Consumer feedback is very positive.
• There has been some inquiries from consumers as to
whether Nudie can replace the leather repair patch
with a vegan alternative.
• Consumers also would like the option to send jeans
via post, rather them dropping off them off at nearby
shop or ordering a repair kit.

KEY CHALLENGES

• Activating all consumers who have a broken pair of
jeans to hand them in and get them repaired.
• Shortening the waiting time for a repair and keeping
up with demand. Current wait time can be 1 month.
During busy periods, Nudie employ extra repair
staff or pay for overtime and this is not ideal. One
week would be acceptable.
• Translating the value of the secondhand jeans to the
consumer. People want to break in their own jeans.
Nudie hope that this reuse initiative will grow.

IMPACT

• Nudie have deliberately chosen not to offer the
option to send repairs via post, as they believe
this shipping could have an adverse environmental
effect.
• Nudie encourage consumers to take pride in the
wear and tear of their jeans, and see each mark
as an individual form of expression. They have built
a dedicated community of consumers around this
idea.

BRAND FEEDBACK

• Nudie view this service as an investment into the
brand, instead of a costing. They believe that they
have a responsibility to pay for the cost of the
garment throughout its entire lifespan, in what they
term lifecycle management.
• Sales have increased in the time that they have
started offering repairs. However organic cotton
was also introduced in that time, therefore it difficult
to conclude what the individual impact of repair has
been.

FUTURE PERSPECTIVE

• All future Nudie stores will be repair stores.
• Nudie plan to open more worldwide, as demand is
now bigger than what they can supply.
• They are considering offering repair services for
other product lines.
• Ideally, they would like to develop the recycling
process with their own supply partners in order
to have more control. They have decided not to
collect through I:CO/ local charities, as they wish
to oversee the cycling of their denim and ensure that
the output meets Nudie’s requirements and can be
fed back into their production system.

SERVITIZATION

REPAIR & WARRANTY

PATAGONIA COMMON
THREADS INITIATIVE

HIUT DENIM

$

COMPARATIVE CASES
TOM CRINLAND: THE
30-YEAR OLD SWEATSHIRT

Founded 2011

Launched 2005

Launched 2014

Cardigan, Wales, UK

San Francisco, USA

London, United Kingdom

High - end market
Men & women, 20 - 40 yrs

$

Mid to high end market
Men & women, 30 - 70 yrs

$

Low to mid market
Men & women, 20 - 30 yrs

Denim brand offers free repairs for life

Offer a multitude of flexible options as part
of the Worn Wear Initiative

Successful crowdsourcing campaign
raised £50,000 in 41 days.

Basic Setup:
Consumer must include a note with their name, a
physical return address, phone number, what they
are sending in and what they would like to have
repaired. Send via registered post to Hiut Factory.

Basic Setup:
Consumer can drop item into store, or send to repair
facility via registered post. They must include a note
with their name, a physical return address, daytime
phone number, what they are sending in and why. If
irreparable Patagonia may issue a credit note.

Basic Setup:
Premium quality sweatshirt designed for long life use,
comes with a 30-year warranty. If the sweatshirt should
rip, tear or otherwise need a repair over 30 years,
consumers can send it back and it will be immediately
mended, free of charge.

+ High quality darning performed by professionals
with 120+ yrs denim experience.
+ Personal interaction between maker and user via
handwritten notes.
+ Repair service compliments the core ethos of the
company and is a natural fit with denim
o Typically, a repair takes two weeks.
o Do not offer the service for all jeans categories.
o Consumer must cover cost of postage.

+ High quality repair performed by professionals.
+ Patagonia employs 45 full-time repair technicians at
their service center in Reno, Nevada. It’s the largest
repair facility in North America- completing about
30,000 repairs per year.
+ Provides do-it-yourself repair guides online, in
collaboration with iFixit. Interactive forums support this
service.
+ In April 2015, the repair staff went on the road,
as part of the Worn Wear tour. This month long
tour offered free repairs and masterclasses at retail
locations, coffee shops and farmers markets all across
the USA. The repair service was not exclusive to
Patagonia products.
o Typical turnaround time for repairs is four weeks, but
can be longer during periods of high volume.
o Price of repair determined on a case-by-case basis.

+ Thought provoking, satirical campaign captured the
public imagination. As a result, the concept received
extensive financial backing and international press.
+ Successfully utilized crowdfunding platform to gage
demand for the product and test the market.
+ Idea now being translated into a full range.
+ The 30-year guarantee is seen by the public as a
quality endorsement, which in turn, fosters brand
loyalty and consumer trust.
+ Design and production of the product are informed by
the concept. Sweatshirts are made with 80% organic
cotton, coated with a silicon treatment to prevent
shrinkage and have double reinforced stitching.
Style and colours are classic and timeless to support
longlife.
o Novelty factor could have played a part in success of
campaign.
o Extreme durability can lead to market saturation, when
no repeat sales occur due to the unfaltering quality of
the first purchase. New variations should introduced
to refresh consumer interest, eg. colours, styles, limited
editions.
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RENTING & LEASING

• Renting and leasing concepts are examples of Use-Orientated product-service-systems.
• Under this model, the company in question retains ownership of the product, leases or rents it to the consumer, and is responsible for it’s upkeep upon return.
• This concept aims to replace personal ownership with product utilization and cut superfluous consumption, reducing our reliance on natural resources while
increasing product quality and longevity.

CONSUMERS

BRANDS & COMPANIES

OPPORTUNITIES

CHALLENGES

+ Consumers can be successfully captured through leasing/renting
concepts.
+ Increased level of contact between consumer and brand as consumers
have to return clothing whether through online or physical store.
+ Opens new markets for luxury goods, by making the product offering
more affordable.
+ Niche sectors with high cost and infrequently used items are highly
compatible with leasing eg. childrenswear, maternity and luxury items.
+ The model adds alternative revenue streams outside the sale of first-off
goods
+ Strong branding and marketing potential exists in publicly
communicating such an innovative, sustainable concept.

o Company/brand responsibility for the product is increased well into the
use phase requiring more resources
o Management of new partners and active role in handling, cleaning, quality
control and customer service surrounding leased garments.
o Garments must be high in quality to endure increased product utilization
across many users which may require extra resources to develop.

+ Consumers can lease high quality apparel at a fixed, and oftentimes
lower, price than the ‘for sale’ item.
+ Access to a continually renewable wardrobe, with a clear conscience.
+ Subscribers become part of a community of like-minded consumers
shifting focus from the garment to the social experience surrounding it.

o Consumers need to be convinced of the positive value of renting & leasing
over traditional models
o Require in-depth information on how the service will be practically delivered
(issues include reverse logistics, hygiene, damaged goods)
o As the leased item must be returned, customers must take good care of it
and this is often seen as a deterrent.

PHYSICAL LIBRARY MODELS

ONLINE MODELS

LENA
Nopsa
Nurmi
De Kledingbibliotheek

Vigga (children’s wear)
Gwynnie Bee (plus size)
Mine for Nine (maternity)
Rent the Runway (luxury)
MUD Jeans (denim)

ALTERNATIVE RENTING
& LEASING MODELS

Cambio
BMW Drivenow
Sheltercare
Michelin: Tyres by the Mile
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RENTING & LEASING:
PHYSICAL LIBRARY MODELS
DEEP DIVE

LENA THE FASION LIBRARY
Amsterdam, The Netherlands
B2C, women, 16-50 yrs
Start up (turnover ≈100k/yr)
• LENA is a clothing library and offers consumers access over ownership to seasonal,
high quality vintage clothing and sustainable brands.The company was founded on
October 30th 2013 and opened its first brick & mortar shop in Amsterdam on December
4th 2014. It has over 200 subscribers and is working on improving and scaling their
concept by collaborating with existing retailers.
• The concept aims to change the way people engage with fashion, thus the impact is
largely indirect. As much as 50% of LENA subscribers have expressed that they have
stopped buying clothes since they started lending clothes from LENA.

“ENJOY THE FEELING OF NEW BUT WITHOUT
HAVING TO POSSES EVERYTHING.”
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DEEP DIVE: LENA

THE BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS
Key Partners
Key
partners
Brands: Noppies, Philipa K, Dept,
MUD Jeans, Doortje vintage,
Lisa Konno, NHTK, Wintervacht,
Wedontkillanimals, Barbara
Mundel, Sabine Staartjes, Everyday
counts, MLY (supply on consignment)
Vintage wholesalers
AEG: supplier of innovative, energy
saving (AbsoluteCare System)
laundry machines.
Seepje: 100% plant based,
fairtrade soap that LENA uses to
launder the clothing.
Zeg maar jij, Marieke Eyskoot,
Greenwish, Nudge, MVO
Nederland, Via Henri: platforms
and experts for coaching,
consulting, PR and consumer
outreach.

Key
KeyActivities
activities
Day to day operations
• Cleaning the store
• Helping consumers
• Handling of items (cleaning,
tagging, system registration)
• New member administration
Acquiring new collection
• Acquiring new brand partners
• Curating/selecting from offered
items
• Processing new items
Marketing and communication
• Public speaking at events and
giving interviews
• Updating website, manage
social media & newsletter
Business Model Development
• Management reporting
• Evaluating successes and
failures
• Developing/adapting business
model

KeyResources
resources
Key
• Collection: seasonal, stylish, high
quality & stock
• Staff: handling and consumer
relationship
• Shop: very central/fresh look
• Software system: management of library
• Website/social media

Value Propositions
Value
proposition

Customer
Relationships
Customer
relationship

Customer Segments
Customer
segments

• Always new items in user’s closet.
• User can experiment with endless
styles without buying.
• LENA offers consumer access
over ownership (sustainable and
affordable way to enjoy fashion)
• Monthly subscriptions offer
points for lending (€19,95
(100 points - ±3 items),
€39,95 (200 points - ±5
items), €49,95 (300 points
- ±8 items)), unlimited loan
period, try before you buy
discount, LENA library card
and a LENA bag (minimum
period 3 months).
• Pay per use model (€49,95)
offers 20*25 points for
limited loan period of 5 days
(valid 1 year).

Storytelling and building a
strong relationship with the
consumer is very important:
community building & achieving
something good together is
a strong element in the LENA
concept. LENA has regular,
returning consumer and has
put a lot of effort into getting
to know them and offering a
personal service.

• Target group is broader than
expected. Concept appeals
not only to creative young hip
professionals (initial focus LENA),
but also to students, teens and
older ladies.

• Brands (suppliers of collection):
• Opportunity to test their
product: quality or popularity of
a new product line
• Marketing/PR: value of
associating with new concept
and LENA target audience as
a brand
• Solution for dead stock: LENA
takes in dead stock at no cost
and when products are sold,
brands gets a percentage

Channels
Channels
• 1 physical store: tying
communication to a local
market of existing and potential
members.
• Channels: the website, social
media and sometimes local
events.
• Additionally, LENA partake in
international events & fashion
fairs to promote the concept
and raise interest from investors,
brands and potential new
partners.

Cost
structure
Cost Structure
Initial investment 55K start up costs and assets
• Software system
• Store furnishings
• Initial collection
• Website & launch
Fixed costs:
• Rent & utilities of retail space in Amsterdam centre
• Staff: currently LENA is not yet able to set aside a salary for themselves.
They do pay people to help them part time in the store.

• Main two customer segments are:
1.Frequent user: comes in as often
as possible to get full use of
the subscription (get my monies
worth)
2.Conceptual user: is a member
because the idea really appeals
to them and tries to come in once
a month on average.

Revenue
streams (per month)
Revenue
Streams
• Communication & promotion
• Administration
Variable costs
• LENA library card & laundry bag: costs per subscriber (± 20 new
subscribers a month)
• Handling costs per item transaction: cleaning, tagging (± 1500
transactions a month)
• Re-stock collection (100-150 items per month)

• Admin fee: €10 per new subscriber (±20 new
subscribers: €200/month)
• Monthly subscriptions: (±€7000/month based on
±200 subscribers)
• Sales of clothes (average revenue) - on average
15% of items are bought after lending

SERVITIZATION

LENA IN PRACTISE
• Software developed by Lena to keep track of
what is borrowed and how often
• Unpopular items are removed from collection
and data from software partially used to build
new collection.
• Popularity depends on individual item, not
product group per se.
• Garment points are allocated partially on the
brand/original price of an item, but also on the
aftercare required.
• Items have been borrowed a maximum of 6
times, without any visible wear and tear.
• LENA selects clothing on seasonality and quality
because they believe this is key to the success of
the model.
• The goal is that consumer cannot see the
difference between garments that have been
worn once or 10 times.
• LENA offers four subscription models:
LOW SUBSCRIPTION
LOW
SUBSCRIPTION
€19,95
per month
€19,95
per loan
month
• unlimited
period
•
•
•
•

ou buy’
ou buy’

ION
ION

500 POINTS
500 POINTS

PAY PER USE CARD
PAY PER
USE
CARD
€49,95
per
month
€49,95 per month
• loan period max 5 days
loanx period
max 5 days
• 20
25 points
20 x 25
• valid
for points
1 year
• valid for 1 year

IN PRACTISE

DEEP DIVE: LENA

CUSTOMER FEEDBACK

FUTURE PERSPECTIVE

• The biggest feedback from existing consumers is that
they don’t like all of the styles.
• Insufficient opening times and poor proximity has
prevented some consumers from frequenting.

• Scalable model “LENA library-in-shop’, based on
collaboration with existing retailers in Amsterdam- to
offer a wider selection of styles and locations to the
consumers.
• Depending on level of collaboration, LENA would
offer services to retailers to support the introduction
of the concept (see image).

BRAND FEEDBACK

• Diverse range of benefits for brands in every
segment, but forward thinking brands more attune to
LENA’s values choose colaboration.
• Big brands view collaboration with LENA as
promotion and a solution for deadstock- they donate
it & LENA then leases it out attracting new consumers
to the brand.
• Small brands view it as a highly interesting PR
opportunity. Their garments are featured at LENA on
consignment basis.
• Some brands use LENA as a platform to check the
quality (DEPT) or gage the demand for their product/
HIGH SUBSCRIPTION
HIGH
€49,95SUBSCRIPTION
per monthget consumer feedback (Studio Mulder).

BRAND

I want to be part of a
LENA ‘library-in-shop’
Amsterdam

€49,95
per loan
month
• unlimited
period
• unlimited
loan
period
discount ‘try
before
you buy’
• discount
‘try before you buy’
library bag
• library
bagLENA
swap with
• swap with LENA
KEY CHALLENGES

unlimited
loan
period
discount ‘try
before
you buy’
discount
‘try before you buy’
library bag
librarywith
bagLENA
swap
swap with LENA

MEDIUM SUBSCRIPTION
MEDIUM
€34,95 perSUBSCRIPTION
month
€34,95 per month
• unlimited loan period
• discount
unlimited‘try
loan
period
before
you buy’
• discount
‘try before you buy’
library bag
• library
bagLENA
swap with
• swap with LENA
HIGH SUBSCRIPTION
HIGH SUBSCRIPTION
€49,95
per month
€49,95 per month
• unlimited loan period
unlimited‘try
loan
period
• discount
before
you buy’
discountbag
‘try before you buy’
• library
librarywith
bagLENA
• swap
• swap with LENA

N
N

ou buy’
ou buy’

RENTING & LEASING

500 POINTS
500 POINTS

PAY PER USE CARD
PAY
PER
USE
•CARD
Pooling more subscribers, translating positive
€49,95
per
month
€49,95 per month
• loan period maxfeedback
5 days
into members
• loan
max 5 days
20 x period
25 points
•
High
potential,
target audience in Amsterdam is
• 20
x 25
valid
for points
1 year
• valid for 1 year about 15,000 women
WITH OWN
BRAND SELECTION

WITH LENA
SELECTION
WITH LENA/
OWN BRAND
SELECTION

KEY STRENGTHS

• LENA is very style driven. The entrepreneurs have a
background in fashion and personally select each of
the items that are in the store.
• Specific attention is also payed to appropriate,
fashion conscious merchandising.

FEATURED ON
ONLINE PLATFORM

USING LENA
SOFTWARE

STOCKING
SERVICE
LAUNDRY
SERVICE

TAILORED
CONSULTANCY

SERVITIZATION

RENTING & LEASING

COMPARATIVE CASES

NOPSA

$

NURMI

DE KLEDINGBIBLIOTHEEK

June 2011 - June 2014

February 2015

December 2014

Helsinki, Finland

Lahti, Finland

Utrecht, the Netherlands

Mid - market

$

Mid - market

$

Low to mid market

Women, 20 - 40 yrs

Men & women, 20 - 40 yrs

Women, 14 - 60 yrs

Occasion wear

Clothing brand setting
up own library

Non-profit organisation

Basic Setup:
Subscription fee: €75, paid
every 6 months, borrow clothes
2 weeks at a time.
+ First clothing library in
Finland.
o Not enough members to
sustain the business.

Basic Setup:
Subscription fee: €30/month- 2
items/week for max. 2 weeks.
'Whoops card’: accounts for
damage, use 1x every month,
otherwise pay 30% of original
price.

Basic Setup:
Step 1: Membership fee: €7,50 borrow 1 item ‘free of charge’
Step 2: Subscription fee:
€12,50: borrow 2 items/ month
€30: borrow 6 items/month
€25: pay per use card, 4 pieces
in total.

+ Can buy borrowed item
with 30% discount.

+ Online catalogue, reservation
of items possible.

+ 10% discount on new Nurmi
clothing as subscriber.

+ Young designers adapt
vintage clothing as part of
collection.

o No automatic subscription
renewal.
o Running as pilot project.
o Library target audience
is narrower than brand
audience.

+ Rotate collection be swapping
clothing with members at
swapping events.
+ Collection is entirely donated.
+ Customer cannot buy
garments.
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ONLINE MODELS
DEEP DIVE

VIGGA
Copenhagen, Denmark
B2C, women, 16 - 50 yrs
Start-up (turnover ≈ 100k/yr)
• Vigga is a children’s clothing brand offering a subscription service to the clothing.
• The brand was started in April 2014 by Vigga Svensson and has been up and running
since early 2015.
• It was necessary to develop an entirely new business model for the brand in order to
enable circularity. Once the baby’s clothing is no longer fit for circulation (roughly 82
weeks) it is transferred to an external recycling facility where the fibres are recycled and
used for new, different products.
• The clothing goes up to the age of 27 months purely because up until this age, the
clothing will not undergo heavy wear and tear.

“WE WOULD HAVE BEEN A LESS INNOVATIVE
COMPANY, HAD WE NOT BEEN SUSTAINABLE”
- VIGGA SVENSSON, FOUNDER
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DEEP DIVE: VIGGA

THE BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS
Key Partners
Key
partners

Key
KeyActivities
activities

Laundry company, distribution
company, suppliers for cotton
raw materials, key investors,
Danish design schools, Danish
Recycling Company

• Developing collection
• Collecting, sorting and
cleaning of retuned clothing
• Logistical planning:
consumers can request
by what date they need
to receive the clothing.
Therefore requests must be
coordinated seamlessly with
when the clothing is returned
from the previous user.
• Communicating with target
audience & organising
events with consumers

Value Propositions
Value
proposition

• A constant stream of high
quality baby clothing at a
competitive price point
• An easy and accessible
take back system as a
solution to what would be
excess baby clothing left in
closets.
• A circular model of
business

Customer
Relationships
Customer
relationship

Customer Segments
Customer
segments

Consumers expect personal
communication with a
casual tone of voice. They
appreciate being part of a
community and are proud to
be a member.

• Parents with newly born babies
up to 27 months old.

Channels
Channels

Key
KeyResources
resources

Mainly social media for its ease
of use and cost effectiveness.
It also fits with the brand
identity, as a sharing and
community centred platform.

•
•
•
•

Seamless distribution
Investors
Manufacturers
High quality raw material
suppliers
• Software

Cost
structure
Cost Structure
Fixed costs
• rent
• labour

Revenue
streams (per month)
Revenue
Streams
Variable costs
• professional laundry
• distribution services
• production new collection
• software

• Membership & subscription fees.
• Have secured financial investment (DKK 2
million from government, DKK 6-7 million from
other investors)

SERVITIZATION

VIGGA IN PRACTISE
• The company has only been in existence
for 6 months as of August 2015.
• To-date the oldest clothes have been
circulated 3-4 times, but none have been
recycled back into the loop.
• If the clothing has localised damage
or stains it is repaired and adapted in
collaboration with a Danish Design
school to add value to the clothing.

RENTING & LEASING

IN PRACTISE

DEEP DIVE: VIGGA

CUSTOMER FEEDBACK

IMPACT

• Vigga subscribers love the brand, so much so that
an ambassador programme, for highly interested
users, will be launched in the future.
• Home parties to allow users to feel the clothing and
well as other pop-up events will be organised.
• Suburban as well as urban consumers have started
subscriptions with Vigga.

• Vigga was set up as a solution to the problem many
parents face: an overflow of unused baby clothing.
Focus to date has been on producing a high quality
product. ie. choosing fabric for long life. The clothing
will last for an estimated 82 weeks, and will be in
constant use, as opposed to the few weeks it would
be used in normal situations.
• The necessity of a concept like this is clear in the
willingness of parents to engage in it. A community
of consumers is created through the common
experience they share, via social media. In the
future Vigga would like to include other baby
paraphernalia such as bicycles and toys.

BRAND FEEDBACK

• Although the brand has external investors, no brands
as yet have shown significant outward interest.
• The Danish Government has invested in this concept
in the hopes of using it as a pilot project and gaining
important insights about consumer behaviour.
KEY STRENGTHS

• Vigga uses the highest quality cotton meaning that
the clothing can be in circulation for as long as
possible (82 weeks).
• Vigga is targeting a group of consumers which does
not require much convincing. Parents are very eager
to get rid of the used baby clothes that their child no
longer fits.

FUTURE PERSPECTIVE

• Vigga hopes to tackle new markets in the coming
2 years.
• San Francisco is a particularly interesting market
they hope to tap into.
• The model is scaleable and could grow to include
outerwear and toys for instance.
• Brick and mortar showrooms would be an interesting
venture, although this would require heavy
investment.

KEY CHALLENGES

• Personal taste is a challenge in that some parents
look for different colours for their sons or daughters.
• Clothing packages are currently preselected by
Vigga (based on baby’s sex & age), and this could
be more flexible in the future as users have expressed
the need for a more personal selection based on the
needs of their babies.
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Rent the Runway

MUD Jeans

$

COMPARATIVE CASES

Gwynnie Bee

Founded 2008

Founded 2009

Founded 2012

Amsterdam, NL

NYC, USA

Long Island City, USA

Mid - market

$

Mid to high end market

$

Mid - market

Men & women 18 - 50 yrs

Women 20 - 40 yrs

Women 20 - 40 yrs

Lease a jeans online

Online rental service for
luxury fashion & accesories

Online subsciption service catered
exclusively towards plus size women

Basic Setup:
Membership fee: €20 + €7,50 p/month for 12
months (automatic debit). After that you can swap
the old jeans for new ones at a €10 cost and
continue €7,50 p/month or keep the jeans & no
further action required.
Whether buying or leasing, jeans need to be
returned to MUD.

Basic Setup:

Basic Setup:
• Subscription model: 1,2,3,5,7,10 items out at
a time. Price of subscription ranges from $35$159
• Consumers can ‘like’ and ‘hold’ garments in
their virtual closet. GB recommends having 25
liked garments, so that they can send you what
is available.

+ MUD retains ownership of the cotton.
Therefore when jeans rip or break, they
repair the garment for free.
+ Home try option: MUD sends 3 pairs to
consumer to try on for 5 days and keep one.
+ This is very popular and often 2 out of the 3
jeans are bought.
+ After a year of leasing 80% consumers
choose to switch the jeans for a new pair
50% of the returned jeans are repaired and
sold as vintage, remaining 50% are recycled.

+ ’Our Runway’- user generated photos of women shared
on the RTR site. Women with similar body types can
better choose sizes based on these photos. Double
the women click on this instead of professional model
photos.
+ 6 brick & mortar stores (since 2013) offer stylist advice
and try before you rent
+ Price includes dry cleaning & care of garments. RTR
does all it’s own cleaning & mending. It is to date the
biggest dry cleaner in the US. 60% of dresses come in
and leave on the same day.
+ Mobile application accounts for 40% of traffic.
+ Consumers drop off clothing in prepaid envelopes in
UPS drop boxes situated all around the country.

+ 50% discount to buy items that consumer
wants to keep.
+ Consumers drop off clothing in prepaid
envelopes in UPS drop boxes situated all
around the country.```
+ Price includes laundering
+ Uses consumer generated photos in GB styles
as community engagement

o Initially, the software was not in place to deal
with demand of 3000 leasers. The concept
took a break for 4 months and is now back
online with a streamlined payment service
o Leasing is not a preferred method for retail.
That’s why leasing is now only done online.
The returning of worn jeans cannot be done
in stores either.

Rent dresses for about 10% of retail price for a 4 or 8 day
period + shipping costs + insurance of $5.
Can order a second style of dress for an additional $32.50
‘Pro’: as addition to rental fee, membership fee of $29.95 a
year: free shipping, insurance & birthday dress.
‘Unlimited’: $99/month, subscription model. Can order up
to 3 items at a time, & keep for unlimited time. Shipping and
insurance is included.

o RTR not yet profitable. Have generated $116 million in
venture capital to date.
o Correct Fit: RTR sends a 2nd dress in a different size,
but even this does not assure a perfect fit.
o Not all items on the site can be rented.
o Consumers can keep clothing for as long as they like.
This presents a potential risk eg. unforeseeable spikes in
inventory.

o Consumers can keep clothing for as long as
they like. This presents a potential risk to the
build up of the collection and unforeseeable
spikes in inventory.
o Availability of a borrowed item for other
customers is unsure. There is no ‘expected
return date to rely on’. This means customers
could be waiting indefinitely for a specific
garment.
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DEMAND MANAGEMENT

• Demand management is the use of a system, software or other communication channel in order to forecast and plan for the demand of a certain product.
• Successful implementation of this model requires close communication with the market.
• In the textiles industry demand management is used to limit the amount of (dead) stock and produce the right amount and styles of products in line with customer
needs.
• A differentiation can be made between demand captured by online votes and demand analysed by sales.

CONSUMERS

BRANDS & COMPANIES

OPPORTUNITIES

CHALLENGES

+ Shortens time to market and creates the opportunity to meet consumer
needs fully.
Provides unique feedback loops, allowing for greater trend
forecasting/adoption and innovation. The traditional role of a buyer
is redundant.
+ Eliminates dead stock and the management thereof, allowing for
improved total profit margins.
+ As a brand the quality checks are usually in place, thus using demand
management greatly increases efficient production

o

+ Voting: Consumers have direct impact on production.The passive
nature of the consumer is shifted and knowledge-sharing creates
a deeper understanding and value-feeling at the consumer of the
garments created. This encourages consumers to look after garments,
in what is known as ‘emotional durability’.

o

o
o
o
o

The radical disruption of traditional supply chain requires new thinking and
a willingness to experiment.
Demand management through sales: requires a vertically integrated supply
chain.
Demand management through votes: requires advanced technology.
Although a sustainable concept, impact reductions are incremental and
difficult to ascertain.
Working in a two sided market initially- needing to find designers as well
as consumers

Voting: Depending on approach, the act of voting may require a certain
level of creative/ visual competency from the consumer. Products are made
on demand, therefore there is no try-before-you-buy option and consumers
are bound to the item they backed.

DEMAND MANAGEMENT BY VOTES

DEMAND MANAGEMENT BY SALES

ALTERNATIVE DEMAND
MANAGEMENT MODELS

Stage Label
Out of X
Carte Blanche
Mimoona

Zara

Supermarkets (food industry)
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DEMAND MANAGEMENT:
VOTES
DEEP DIVE

STAGELABEL
Australia
B2C, men & women, 20 - 40 yrs
Start-up
• StageLabel is a crowdfunding platform specifically catered towards fashion and was
formed to help young designers take the risk out of producing their collections.
• It allows designers to gage the demand for their designs before they go into production
and it gives consumers the opportunity to support local and international designers by
backing their designs.
• The company was started in 2013. Strong financial backing has allowed them to be
profitable as of recently.
• The model is geared toward supporting and building long term relationships with young
designers, and has various marketing & strategy services as part of the core business
model.

“OUR CULTURE AT STAGELABEL IS TO REMOVE ALL
ASSUMPTIONS WE HAVE ABOUT THE WAY THINGS
CURRENTLY OPERATE. WE WANT TO FIND WHAT
THE PROBLEMS ARE AND FIGURE OUT WHAT THE
BEST WAY IS TO SOLVE THEM.”
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DEEP DIVE: STAGELABEL

THE BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS
Key Partners
Key
partners

Key
KeyActivities
activities

Value Propositions
Value
proposition

• Designers (to date 120):
provide unique designs,
uploaded to the site.

Coaching and supporting
young designers throughout the
concept & project phases:
• strategy sessions
• promotion through network
• cost structure advice
• check during production

• Mitigating the risk young
designers face while
launching a collection
through strategic marketing
and business advice tailored
to their needs.

• Consumers (to date 15000
registered): actively &
financially support the
realization of the collection.
• Stripe (banking system):
facilitates the transfer of
money from consumer to
designer.

Processing and collecting data
from the website:
• consumer demand is driven
by votes in concept phase
• consumer demand is driven
by financial ‘backing’ in
project phase.
• consumer feedback

Key Resources
Key
resources
• Stripe- banking service
• Website-requires login, attractive
& easy to navigate
• Staff- coach & advise designers

• Prospective designers at the
universities are given free
workshops
• Designers retain IP over their
designs, are only contractually
bound to Stag Label for the
duration of the project.
• Users expect to be kept up to date
on the concepts they have voted
for like to be kept in the loop
about the production status.
• Users sometimes require direct
contact with designer, which
Stage Label facilitates

Customer
Segments
Customer
segments

Mitigating the risk young
designers face while launching
a collection through strategic
marketing and business advice
tailored to their needs.
Offering a platform for designer
with which to secure funding to
produce a collection with
Connecting consumers directly
with the designers of the
clothing, closing the gap
between wearer and designer.

Channels
Channels

Working in collaboration with
universities means that the
prospective designers can be
contacted personally. StageLabel
uses local events like Fashion
Week Australia to engage with
both customer segments. Social
media and personal emails are
also a preferred communication
channel.

Revenue
streams (per month)
Revenue
Streams

Cost
structure
Cost Structure
Fixed
• staff
• stripe-banking system
o cost of service
o transaction fees
• branding

• Offering a platform for
designer with which to
secure funding to produce
a collection with connecting
consumers directly with the
designers of the clothing,
closing the gap between
wearer and designer.

Customer Relationships
Customer
relationship

Variable
• admin new subscribers & collections
• absorbing seasonal discounts
Cost of strategizing and offering
support to designers

• Stage Label has recently made profit due to
new investors
• Designers pay 30% of their successfully funded
project to StageLabel (Stripe facilitates this)
• Consumers essentially pay designers directly
with the help of Stripe

SUFFICIENCY

DEMAND MANAGEMENT

IN PRACTISE

DEEP DIVE: STAGELABEL

STAGELABEL IN PRACTISE
• The crowdfunding platform does not
curate the collection that gets placed
online.
• Inclusion on the site is dependent on
whether or not the designer has their
supply chain in place and is ready for
the agreed capacity.
• Initially Stage Label did not have the
‘concept’ phase in place, but realised
that a buffer was needed to gage
demand before the financial backing
‘project’ phase began.

KEY STAKEHOLDERS FEEDBACK

KEY STRENGTHS

Most designers who develop a collection with
StageLabel are usually in their 2nd or 3rd
collection. They have knowledge of the supply
chain but lack business savvy. Designers turn
to StageLabel for their tailored 1 on 1 strategic
planning which involves advice on communication
channels, pricing structures, and marketing.

• StageLabel works in collaboration with 5
fashion universities in Australia- this ensures a
steady inflow of new young designers.
• Working with young designers exclusively
enables business tailoring to their specific needs
(including small brands would complicate the
process as they have different needs)

CUSTOMER FEEDBACK

FUTURE PERSPECTIVE

• There is a great amount of consumer loyalty
towards each designer.
• The majority of end consumers financially
backing the project did vote for it initially.
• The consumer feedback determines the
popularity of each designer

• Adding services to engage the consumer as
well as the designer
• Encouraging the discovery of young designers
instead of emphasising the products
• StageLabel are in the process of partnering
with more international designers and hope to
expand the platform to South East Asia

KEY CHALLENGES

• Gaining users
• Changing the buying pattern of the target
audience
• Introducing SME’s as primary consumers means
changing the business model
• Generally the first collection is the most
challenging and isn’t always successfully funded
• 30-40% of designers are not successfully backed
(usually relates to experience of designer)
• Managing
consumers
expectations
of
production time
• Market size of Australia is too small

OTHER FACTS

• Dresses are the most popular
• Production ranges anywhere from 3-40. Usually
20 pieces per project.
• Site received 20,000 visits per month
• 10% of those visitors vote in the ‘concept’ phase
• To date StageLabel has had no returns, the
industry standard is 30%
• The designer oversees the production and
delivery process entirely themselves
• Concept phase has no time limit, the project
phase has a time limit of 4-6 weeks
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OUT OF X

$

CARTE BLANCHE
Founded 2014

Founded 2011

Tel Aviv, Israel

Tel Aviv, Israel

NYC, USA

Mid market

$

Mid market

$

Mid market

Men & women, 20 - 40 yrs

Men & women, 20 - 40 yrs

Women, 20 - 30 yrs

Online crowdfunding

Onlinecrowdfunding
manufacturing exclusely in NYC

Online crowdfunding
designs through co-creation

Basic Setup:
• In house designing of
collection.
• Campaign created around
each collection.

+

+
Once item is successfully funded,
the funding needed for production is
released to the designer. Upon delivery
to consumer, the balance is transferred
to the designer. This ensures product
completion on the designers’ part.
+ Concept works with international
designers.
+ Have launched an online platform in
London, hope to launch in NYC &
Berlin before end 2015.
+

o

CUT ON YOUR BIAS

Founded 2014

Basic Setup:
• Consumers financially support designs,
which once fully funded will go into
production.
• 15% commission charged.
• Designers can choose to submit
garments to 2 different ‘lines’
• Supreme Line- designs not unique
to Out of X but offered at wholesale
price
• Gold Line- designs exclusively to Out
of X. Branded as ‘limited edition’

o

COMPARATIVE CASES

No concept phase for designer to gage
the popularity of designs.
No skills training or market advice
offered to the designer.

o

o

Holds an ‘Open House’
to allow consumers to try
prototypes on before they
go into production
Retail price is kept low due
to significant decrease in
overhead costs such as
inventory.
Sampling costs of whole
collection incurred by the
brand.
No illustrational concept
phase to test designs before
spending on sampling.

Basic Setup:
• Designers offer designs with options in
fabrics, silhouettes & colour. Consumers
make their own combination and use
this as a vote toward backing the
garment.
• The winning combinations are then
made available to pre-order.
• Once the quota has been reached, the
design goes into production.

+

+

+
o
o

Consumers that voted for the winning
style get a discount toward buying that
style.
Including this concept phase allows for
consumers to co create, adding further
value to the garment and the process.
No sampling costs involved.
Keeping the website up to date is labour
intensive, all fabrics must be scanned in.
Illustrator drawings need to be made in
the different fabrics, this is time-intensive.
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DEEP DIVE

ZARA
Arteixo, Spain
Women, 20 - 50 yrs
Inditex: MNC, €18.12 billion in fiscal 2014
• Zara was founded in 1975 and is the flagship brand of the Inditex Group.
• They are at the forefront of vertical integration in the fashion industry, owning a large part
of the companies involved in their production chain.
• Zara’s ‘on demand production’ is enabled by real time sales data, feedback from store
managers and their ‘just in time’ production principle.
• Variations of products are made in small quantities and sales are monitored after which
the popular styles are produced in larger quantities
• Their model allows for quick response time to shifting trends and Zara is able to achieve
sketch to shop floor between 10-15 days.
• Clothing can be delivered to stores anywhere in the world between 24- 48 hours.
• With this model Zara profits increased by 28% and there is a reduction of markdowns
& lost sales.

''RATHER THAN MAKING PRODUCTS THAT CAN BE STORED
IN CUPBOARDS, I HAVE BUILT A RETAIL BUSINESS THAT
CREATES FRESHLY BAKED CLOTHES''
- AMANCIO ORTEGA GAONA, FOUNDER OF INDITEX
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DEEP DIVE: ZARA

THE BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS
Key Partners
Key
partners

Key
KeyActivities
activities

Value Propositions
Value
proposition

Customer Relationships
Customer
relationship

Customer Segments
Customer
segments

Proximity sourced manufacturers
Design groups
Store managers
Supply chain

Responding quickly to shifting
consumer demands by
providing the latest fashion in
under 2 weeks to 88 markets
worldwide.
Translating consumer trends into
sellable garments
Producing small quantities
of similar styles encouraging
consumers to visit stores more
often

• Quick to market fashion.

Channel of communication
between consumer and store
manager and store manager.
Store manager communicates
sales information as well as
anecdotal consumer information
directly to windows designer,
sales and design teams

Men, women, children

• Affordable, fashionable
clothing modelled after latests
street and catwalk trends.

• Zara Woman-designed for
business-working women aged
25 and above
• Zara Basic- versatile basics,
worn by females customers
aged 17 and above (largest
and most popular section of
Zara)
• TRF- urban appeal, targeted
towards 13-25 year old
females

Channels
Channels

Key
KeyResources
resources

• Proximity sourced
manufacturers
• Internal data & analytics

Cost
structure
Cost Structure
Fixed
• staff costs
• rent costs
Variable
• transport costs
• production costs
• windows displays

• Zara uses its stores, as its key
communication channel- often
opening up next to high street
luxury brands
• Currently 6,683 stores in 88
markets with 27 online markets.
• Absence of conventional
advertising, Zara spends 0.3% of
their annual sales on advertising.
Industry standard between 3-4%
• R&D in visual merchandising

Revenue
streams (per month)
Revenue
Streams
Product sales, annual sales in 2014 was
$ 16 bn.

SUFFICIENCY

DEMAND MANAGEMENT

IN PRACTISE

DEEP DIVE: ZARA

ZARA IN PRACTISE
• Zara secures only ±50% of its basic
collection 6 months in advance
(industry standard is between 80%90%).
• The rest of the collection is realized
through it’s ‘just-in-time’ approach
developed initially by Toyota Motor
Corp.
• The production of longer lead time
gray goods (greige clothing) enables
them to be dyed and finished in line
with latest trends, closer to the delivery
time.
• Zara produces smaller quantities
(in different style options) creating
artificial scarcity thereby lowering the
risk of unsold items as consumers feel
a need to buy the item while it’s in
stock.
• Garments are finished by manufacturers (selected based on their
proximity to the head office) and then
shipped to the distribution centre in
Spain (50% of production takes place
like this).

CUSTOMER FEEDBACK

KEY CHALLENGES

Zara’s sales indicate extreme popularity within their 88
markets

• Zara relies on its store managers to translate the customer
needs and emerging trends into replenishing orders.
Untrained and inexperienced managers could wrongly
interpret this.
• Zara commits only to 15% of collection before hand which
can create a bottleneck for manufacturing facilities.
• Margins could be higher if Zara made deeper buys of well
performing articles manufactured in Asia, thereby reducing
production costs in proximity sourced manufacturers.
• Logistics & distribution could be more lean. Clothing
produced in Asia is transported to distribution centres in
Spain and then sent back to Asian retail markets.

KEY STRENGTHS
• Vertically integrated system allows for quick response time
• Operations ‘pulled’ along by qualitative & quantitative
data- real time sales data
• Cost of goods is slightly higher than a speciality retailer,
while the retail price is lower. Total stock/inventory is not
high, but there are always substitutes available when
certain products sell out. Effect is that net profit is increased.
• Zara’s markdowns at 15% compared to industry standard
of 50%-70%
• Unsold items account for <10%, industry standard 15-20%
• Department managers (3 in each Zara store) have
autonomy. Receive bonuses when they reach their store
target.
• Large investor in a dye and finishing plant enabling quick
and controlled dying of gray garments.
• Zara spends 0.3% of their annual sales on advertising.
Industry standard between 3-4%

FUTURE PERSPECTIVE
• Inditex has a global expansion plan
• Growth model for the US market includes flagship store
openings (12) and online sales growth. Recent aquisition
of 4,400m2 property in SoHo, New York set to open at
the end of 2015

ZARA'S MARKDOWN STRATEGY
OTHER FACTS
• Zara spends 0.3% of their annual sales on advertising.
Industry standard between 3-4%
• Currently over 2000 stores in 88 countries
• 2014 sales: $12.6 billion
• The launch of the online store in China was done on Tmall
(a Chinese website owned by Alibaba Group Holding
Ltd.) due to its breadth of audience ( Tmall ranks at no. 7
most popular site, while Zara.cn did not rank among top
10 000 according to data tracker Alexa)
• Inditex sales in China set to grow 20% over next few years
according to Barclays
• Orders to stores in 24-48 hours.
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CO-CREATION

• Industrialized co-creation is also known as mass customization. The core idea of mass customization is to turn customers’ heterogeneous needs into an opportunity
to create value, rather than a problem to be minimized, challenging the “one size fits all” assumption of traditional mass production.
• Co-creation is a business model is credited with creating sustainable impact because it encourages ‘sufficiency’ (reducing consumption) and because it is strongly
linked to production on demand and ‘emotional durability’.
• Co-creation blurs the line between designer and consumer, giving consumers the opportunity to shape the product according to his/her own preferences and tastes.

CONSUMERS

BRANDS & COMPANIES

OPPORTUNITIES
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+

CHALLENGES

Increases product differentiation and has the potential to drive higher
customer satisfaction.
Direct to consumer channel allows brands to cut out the middleman and
increase profit margins.
Products are paid for before they go into production. This limits the need for
brands to forecast demand and hold inventory.
Process of co-creation provides unique feedback loops, allowing for greater
trend forecasting and adaptation.
Consumer and company build brand image together. This breeds customer
loyalty.
Huge press potential as co-creation touches on a growing trend toward
sharing economies, customization, and the emerging maker-culture.

o
o

Consumers have the power and resources to create a unique, custom-made
product, according to their specific wants and needs.
The novel experience of co-creating can trigger an emotional bonding with
the product, which becomes an emblem of personal achievement.
Knowledge-sharing creates a deeper understanding and value-feeling of the
product created. This in turn, encourages consumers to care for it, giving the
product what is termed ‘emotional durability’.

o

o
o
o
o

o
o

Process can be costly compared to mass produced products.
Process requires a vertically integrated supply chain, advanced manufacturing
technology or highly skilled and flexible workforce.
Clever limitations must be set to ensure that consumer does not co-create outside
of brand image.
Although a sustainable concept, environmental impact reductions are incremental
and difficult to ascertain.
Many mass customisation strategies fail due to poor implementation, inability to
manage cost and immature digital experiences for the consumer.
The radical disruption of traditional supply chains requires new thinking and a
willingness to experiment.

Requires shift in mindset from the consumer; from fast fashion to slow fashion
(passive consumer to active makers).
Co-creating can require a level of creative/ visual competency from the consumer.
Products are made on demand, therefore there is no try-before-you-buy option and
consumers are bound to the item they create.

CO-CREATION

ALTERNATIVE CO-CREATION MODELS

YR
Knyttan
NIKEiD

IKEA
Mini Cooper
Cocontest
Heineken Ideas Brewery
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DEEP DIVE

YR
London, UK
B2C, women & men, 15 - 40 yrs
SME
• YR is an interactive design tool which combines custom built software and state of the art
printing technology to produce live-printed, unique garments for the consumer.
• A touch screen device invites consumers to swipe through a vast library of patterns and
individual images which users layer before applying effects, filters and text to create a
bespoke design.
• Once a design is perfected, an expert team prints & presses the garment live, within 10
minutes. The concept is available at retail stores and events.

“BY EMPOWERING CONSUMERS AND ALLOWING THEM
TO DESIGN THEIR OWN GARMENTS WE HAVE CREATED A
REALLY INNOVATIVE SUPPLY CHAIN THAT MEANS WE DO
NOT HAVE TO RESPOND TO SEASONS AND CAN ACTIVATE
TRENDS IN SECONDS, NOT WEEKS.” - TIM WILLIAMS, FOUNDER YR
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THE BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS
Key Partners
Key
partners

Brands:
Launch events and exclusive
design packages in
collaboration: eg. Ray Ban,
Nike, Adidas.
Retail:
Supply pop-up locations
and (occasionally) staff: eg.
Selfridges, Liberty Stores
Technology suppliers:
Day-to-day operations: Epson:
supply ink and specialized
printers, Luma Digital
Specialists:
computer software, touchscreens.
Garment Manufacturers:
Supply grey garment for printing:
vary according to project. eg.
local UK or Continental LTD.
PR company:
Manage marketing and
communication

Key
KeyActivities
activities

Value Propositions
Value
proposition

Customer Relationships
Customer
relationship

Customer Segments
Customer
segments

Day to day activities:
• Assisting customers in design
process
• Printing designs w/ Epson
technology
• Processing online orders

Consumer: (Events Division)
Consumer receives unique,
branded and free giveaways.
(Retail Division) Unique Product,
designed by consumers, printed
live. Using a 27’’ touchscreen,
consumers swipe through a library
of patterns and individual images,
which can be layered and altered
by applying effects, filters and text
to create one-off designs. Once
a design is complete, consumers
watch a team print & press the
garment live within 10 minutes.
T-shirt prices range from £28-38.

In-store staff offer a personal
service, explaining the concept,
assisting with the technology and
advising on design. This intense
1-on-1 interaction allows consumer
feedback on assets (individual art
elements), garment fit, software and
system to be effectively captured
and fed back to HQ. Community
building can be a strong element in
the concept, but could be improved
upon using social media. YR has
regular, returning customers.

Consumer: This is a constant
reiteration, based on where they
are based and who they are
collaborating with. Co-creation
allows for a broad, flexible ‘target
audience’, as consumers define
the look of the product and can
always make it relevant and
personal. In terms of product,
the t-shirt is universal and opens
them up to a wide audience.
Concept appeals to consumers
looking to engage in a fun, novel
experience and to the fashionable
consumer looking for a creative
outlet and an individualized
product.

Events:
• Co-developing concepts with
collaborators
• Installing YR store & tech on
location
• Hosting events
Marketing & communication:
• Updating website & managing
social media
Business Model Development:
• Acquisition of new partners and
events
• Designing new assets, prints,
fonts and updating software
weekly
• Training of new staff members

KeyResources
resources
Key
Products: High-quality grey garments
Staff: Design assistance, printing,
handling and customer management
Software: Touchscreen interfaces,
printing technology
Website/social media: Marketing and
communication

Retailer: YR adds a layer of
interactivity to retail stores, in
a time when mobile/online
purchasing is cutting into high
street business. The design and
printing process increases dwell
time in-store. Also brings increased
footfall, as many consumers come
specifically for YR.
Brand: Dependent on collaboration
and what brands want to achieve.
YR offers plug-in personalization
for any brand and an interactive,
memorable experience that
consumers want to talk about and
share online, which amplifies the
event and increases brand loyalty.

Channels
Channels
Retailers and department stores: Popup spaces in a high footfall retail
environment. Currently two permanent YR
stores in Topman, London and Topshop,
New York.
Iphone app (bringing direct online
orders): Launched Oct 2014. Live for
6 months but has since been pulled.
Required a huge amount of marketing
to get sufficient traction, and lacks the
experiential offering
Events: Promotional collaborations with
high profile brands and corporations.
Website & Social Media: Instagram and
Twitter most effective.

Cost
structure
Cost Structure
Initial Investment
Luma invested equipment and small amount of cash into the launch of YR
All costs are now variable because of the flexibility of the model.
• YR Staff: (eg. freelance fashion designers, marketing and
communication)
• Operational Staff; sometimes supplied by the retail store
• Rent and utilities; Pop-up model means this is usually covered by
retailer/brand

Retailers: Forward thinking
and looking to offer a unique,
contemporary experience that will
compete with online/e-commerce.
Brands: Fashion focused brands,
interested in providing interactive
events and spaces to increase
consumer engagement.

Revenue
streams (per month)
Revenue
Streams
• Technology (software and printing); according to specific
needs (eg. DTG, sublimation dye, 3D dying)
• Garments; according to specific needs (sometimes
supplied by brand)
• Design: (imagery licences from brands/corporations
eg. Spongebob from Nickelodeon or 3rd party online
resources)

YR revenue comes from the service they offer to
brands and retailers, as well as the actual sale
of t-shirts.

SUFFICIENCY
YR IN PRACTISE
•

YR software system can keep track
of what is popular/unpopular.

•

Content is updated weekly so that
repeat consumers have new content
to work from.

•

•

Updated content might include
individual assets, font, background
images, software updates to
allow different functionalities eg.
filters. YOUR YR offers consumers
the opportunity to plug personal
imagery into the software. This
makes up 10-15% of business.
However, strict regulations exist to
ensure that consumers do not input
explicit or copyrighted images.
Questionable images are checked
with HQ. T-shirts can be printed on
one side (£28) or both sides (£38)

CO-CREATION

DEEP DIVE: YR

IN PRACTISE

IMPACT

BRAND FEEDBACK

• Environmental Impact: Focus to date has been on producing
a high quality product. ie. choosing fabric and printing
process for long life. They are now moving to a more
sustainable model and will use 100% recycled PET as of
October 2015. Eventual ambition is to also collect t-shirts
ie. producing and recycling in mass balance. Emotional
durability is important but impossible to measure.
• Social Impact: Built on the idea that anyone can be an
designer, and that YR software brings the creative ability of
the consumer to the surface. Even those with no skills can
use the software to create a unique item, that is on trend
and beautiful. The experience is therefore also personally
rewarding. A community of consumers/designers is
created through the common experience they share, via
social media.

Most interest comes from the brands, who view it as a highly
interesting PR and marketing opportunity and a unique and
relatively easy way to offer a personalized product, without
any disruption of their own supply chain.
Retailers can be slower to adopt new business models but
find it to be an exciting way to add interactivity, increase
dwell time and footfall.

KEY CHALLENGES
• Defining the YR brand image in collaboration with the
consumer. Developing a visual algorithm that will always
be distinguishably ‘YR’, no matter how images are layered
and combined.
• Giving consumer complete control can be difficult. YR
have deliberately tried to offer a richer variation than
other ‘co-creation brands’, however this makes them
somewhat vulnerable to brand dilution or deliberate
misuse. Specifically, the YOUR YR option requires constant
vigilance to block copyrighted or explicit imagery that is
not fitting with the brand image.
• The ability to make this truly mass market, fast moving
consumer product (as opposed to a small unit luxury good)
has its limitations with the cost of equipment and staff in
multiple locations (management and labour intensive).
Those limitations would disappear if they transitioned to a
mobile/ecommerce offering.
• There is a growing ability to understand good design and
fashion

CUSTOMER FEEDBACK
Consumer feedback
to request, YR now
consumers can plug
This is most popular
personal artwork.

has always been very positive. Due
offer the YOUR YR service, whereby
their own imagery into the software.
with designers and creatives who use

KEY STRENGTHS
• A large co-creation market exists and is currently
underserved, giving YR have a big share of a niche
market. They are the only company offering this service, at
this scale and with this level of technical expertise. Events
and retail model particularly promising.
• Their software and technology allows them to be to be
hyper responsive to trends, and act ahead of the curve.
• Strong and timely partnership with Epson, who had just
developed their garment printer at the time YR launched.
FUTURE PERSPECTIVE
• Focus on mobilizing consumers through social media.
• Moving away from consumer as customer, to focus on the
proposition to retailer and brand.
• Upcoming projects: California, 2 high profile Christmas
campaigns in UK, Macy’s NY
• US market is particularly open to the style of garment
and print and YR are focussing on expansion there. After
which, Asia is a promising future opportunity because of
personalization-heavy market.
• Limit diversification (flip flops, skirts, mobile phones) and
focus on the t-shirt (billion pound market in UK)
• 100% recycled garments from October 2015.
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NIKEiD

KNYTTAN

$

+

+

+
+
+

+
+
o

Founded 2013

Launched 1999

London, UK

Worldwide

High end market

$

Mid to high end market

Women & men, 20 - 35 yrs

Men & Women, 15 - 35 yrs

Vertically-integrated luxury knitwear brand with its own
curated, customisable designs.

NikeiD offers mass customization of
sneakers

Basic Setup:
Consumers can design unique merino sweaters online or digitally instore, choosing from a range of colours, patterns and styles. Industrial
knitting machine with unique software acts as 3D printer for clothes,
bringing unique designs to life within minutes. Knyttan offers mass
customization of a luxury product.

Basic Setup:
NIKEiD service can be accessed online, in 102
physical branches (called NIKEiD Studios) and via
ipad/iphone app. Consumers can design unique
sneakers, choosing from a range of colours,
patterns and styles

In June 2015, secured £2 million in seed funding from London-based
Connect Ventures, Frederic Court’s new fund Felix Capital, Playfair
Capital, and Ballpark Ventures.
Singular production means that cost of producing 1,000 uniform items
is the same as producing 1,000 unique items. Mass customization is
made convenient and cost effective.
All stock is held digitally, therefore there is no risk of unsold inventory
Advanced technology decreases lead times and traditional upfront
design and sampling costs.
Through curated customization the consumer can work within ‘style
guides’ (set style parameters: lowering barriers for consumers who
fear making mistakes or are wary of too much work, and ensuring the
aesthetic quality of the output)
Designer brands can collaborate by setting unique style guides under
their brand name allowing for the business model to constantly refresh.
Consumer name printed on tag w/ date and series number.
Software restricts brand to knitwear market

+

+

+

o
o

NIKEiD Studios employ professional designers
to assist consumers in design process, by
appointment only.
Selling direct to consumer (DTC) allows Nike
to avoid wholesale prices and maintain higher
profit margins
Nike doesn’t break down sales from NIKEiD
outside of its total DTC sales. However, NIKEiD
is identified as a key part of the overall DTC
channel strategy. Overall, DTC continues to
grow faster than the brand as a whole, and is
expected to pass the $5 billion revenue mark
by FY’ 2015.
Process of making design to delivery of final
product takes 4-6 weeks
Curated customization limits consumers
creative freedom.
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ABOUT CIRCLE ECONOMY
At Circle Economy we believe it is time for a new economical approach: the
circular economy. Circle Economy is a non profit cooperative, and together
with our members and partners we work to create industrial systems that
are restorative by design, by decoupling growth and resource needs. We
accelerate the transition towards a circular economy by providing insights into
what a circular future might look like for a company, a region or sector, and
by coming up with scenarios for how to get there. Moreover, we provide a
powerful network, independently developed tools and the insights necessary
to turn these scenarios into reality.
The Circular Textiles Program (CTP) is a sector specific initiative within Circle
Economy. Since its launch in 2014, the focus of the program has been to
accelerate the system innovation (e.g. circular business modelling, regulatory
incentives, design and marketing strategies, consumer engagement, market
development) needed to allow technological innovation in textile material
recovery reach its full impact. The main goal of the CTP is to close the loop
for textile resources and contribute to creating a Circular Textiles Industry, an
industry where there is no textile waste and textile resources are effectively
used and cycled in the system as to significantly reduce our need for virgin
textile fibres.
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